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Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache 

Mit der geschrieben Sprache im öffentlichen Raum – oder „Linguistic Landscape“ 

– in der Republik Moldau beschäftigt sich die vorliegende Arbeit. Seit der 

Unabhängigkeit des Landes von der Sowjetunion (1991), setzt sich staatliche 

Sprachpolitik für den Gebrauch von Rumänisch in allen Lebensbereichen ein. 

Dies steht im Gegensatz zur Sprachpolitik zu Sowjetzeiten, als das Russische 

besonders in den Bereichen Verwaltung und Bildung vorherrschend war und die 

Grundlage für sozialen Aufstieg darstellte. Auch im letzten Zensus (2014) gaben 

rund 15% der Bevölkerung an, für gewöhnlich russisch zu sprechen. Besonders 

Angehörige nationaler Minderheiten verwenden im Alltag nicht ihre jeweilige 

Erste Sprache, sondern Russisch. 

 In Mitten dieses Spannungsfeldes wird in der vorliegen Arbeit untersucht, wie 

sich die aktuelle Sprachpolitik, sowie die sprachliche Vielfalt wie sie aus Zensus 

Daten hervorgeht, in der Linguistic Landscape der Republik Moldau 

widerspiegelt. Dafür wurden in der Hauptstadt Chişinău (Sector Centru und 

Sector Botanica), der mittelgroßen Stadt Bălți und der Kleinstadt Făleşti Linguistic 

Landcape Analysen durchgeführt. Insgesamt wurden dafür 1113 Schilder in den 

Zentren der drei unterschiedlich großen Orte erhoben und bezüglich der Faktoren 

„Sprachgebrauch“, „Autor“, „Ethnolinguistic Vitality Score“, „Größe/Haltbarkeit“ 

und „Thema“ analysiert. Als Resultat dessen wurde deutlich, dass rumänisch die 

dominierende Sprache im öffentlichen Raum ist und die Sprachpolitik in dem 

Sinne erfolgreich zu sein scheint. Dies ist auch anzunehmen, da das Russische 

im direkten Vergleich mit einer vorherigen Studie (Muth, 2013) rückläufig zu sein 

scheint. Lokale Minderheitensprachen, wie Ukrainisch, hingegen erscheinen in 

der Linguistic Landscape der Erhebungsorte unsichtbar zu sein. Dieser Befund 

zeigt an, dass geschriebene Sprache kein Identitätsmerkmal der lokalen 

Minderheiten zu sein scheint und der Status der Minderheitensprachen niedrig 

ist. Anders gelagert wirkt die Situation des Englischen, das, obwohl nicht durch 

offizielle Sprachpolitik gefördert und keine lokale Minderheitensprache, an allen 

Untersuchungsorten präsent ist. 

 Für zukünftige Forschung bietet sich eine diachrone Studie an, um einen 

möglichen Sprachwandel näher zu untersuchen. Auch eine Erweiterung der 

Untersuchungsfragen um Faktoren wie, wirtschaftliche Macht oder Migration, 

erscheint sinnvoll.  
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Die vorliegende Arbeit hat die Linguistic Landscapes von bisher nicht 

dokumentierten Orten in der Republik Moldau erhoben und liefert so eine 

Vergleichsgrundlage für weitere Forschung in diesem Bereich. 
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Introduction 

In November 2018, the mayor of Chişinău, the capital of the Republic of Moldova 

(RM)1 unveiled 184 new multilingual signs indicating the different main points of 

interest in the city. The information on the signs was written in Romanian2 and 

English as well as either Russian, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, German, or Yiddish, 

which are considered as local minority languages (Council of Europe, 2018b). 

While the official inauguration of these signs was conducted as part of RM’s 

actions to ratify the European Charta for Regional and Minority Languages, it 

illustrates the political and symbolic power of language use in the public sphere.  

 The issue of language use has been a reoccurring matter to political 

discussions in RM since the country’s independence from the Soviet Union in 

1991. The point of contention is the use and importance of Russian: formerly the 

lingua franca of the Soviet Union and inevitable stepping stone for upward social 

mobility, its new role in the independent Moldovan nation-state with its titularist 

language policies is contested. (Erfurt, 2012) Post-independence language 

policies have generally favoured the use of Romanian in all domains and thereby, 

instance, introducing it as the main language of higher education. (Ciscel, 2008) 

However, despite these on-going status building efforts Russian has remained 

the language which is habitually spoken for a big part of the society. Especially 

national minorities, which form about a quarter of the country’s population, rely on 

the communicational value of Russian. (Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 

Moldova, 2017a)  

 In light of state-language policies and the presented census data, the fact that 

the new signs which the mayor unveiled displayed Russian as one of the local 

minority languages and English next to the state-language, thus forms a telling 

example for the deliberate shaping of the linguistic landscape (LL). At the same 

time, it demonstrates the local authority’s awareness of the power which is 

commonly associated with the visibility of a language in the public sphere (Landry 

                                                
1 The abbreviation RM and the name “Moldova” are used interchangeably in the current 
thesis. When using the term Moldova, the country Republic of Moldova and not the 
historical region or the part of Romania which go by the same name are referred to 
unless indicated otherwise. 
2 Despite the dispute surrounding the name of RM’s national language the name 
“Romanian” will be used in reference to all varieties of Daco-Romanian. Only when 
Moldovan is specifically named as “Moldovan” in primary sources, such as census data, it 
shall be named as such. 
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& Bourhis, 1997, p. 27). The present thesis, therefore, aims at systematically 

analysing the LL of three differently sized location in RM. 

With the help of LL specific questions such as, which language is present in 

which proportion? In which quality are the different languages present? Which 

actors (top-down, (inter-)national bottom-up, local bottom-up) make use of which 

languages? Which languages are found on what type of sings (smaller/ less 

durable, bigger/more durable)? Which languages are used to write about which 

topics? This study aims at investigating the broader social questions of how 

(successfully) state-led language policies have been implemented in the LL and 

whether local linguistic diversity, as stated in current census data, is mirrored in 

the LL.  

 Before introducing the theoretical and methodological framework for the LL 

analysis (cf. chapters 3-5), the historical context (cf. chapter 1) as well as the 

linguistic situation (cf. chapter 2) in RM will be outlined. Finally, the results of the 

present thesis will be presented (cf. chapter 6) and discussed regarding the 

research questions and potential future research objectives (cf. chapter 7). The 

most important findings will be briefly summed up in a concluding chapter. 
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1. Recent and Contemporary History 

The following chapter consists of a brief outline of the recent and contemporary 

history of today’s RM. Divided into two sections, the period between 1812 and 

1991 as well as the post 1991 independence period are presented in order to 

give an overview on Moldova’s eventful history. This summary is very condensed 

and with a special focus on changes effecting the linguistic situation of the region 

since they form the contextual frame for the aspects which are analysed in this 

study.  

1.1 Developments between 1812-1991 

Like other territories in South Eastern Europe the territory of today’s RM has 

been greatly affected by the different European empires of recent? history. It 

emerged as a distinct territorial unit when it was integrated into the Tsarist 

Russian Empire as the province of Bessarabia in 1812 (Hausleitner, 2008, 

p. 826). Therefore, 1812 was chosen as the starting point of this short historical 

outline. The region had previously been in the sphere of influence of the Ottoman 

Empire but was incorporated into the Russian Empire as a result of the Treaty of 

Bucharest. During this time the Russian language became increasingly important 

as the language of administration, education, and culture, with Romanian seeing 

a loss in language domains at the same time. As part of this process and the 

gradual integration of the region into Tsarist Russia, Russian did not only become 

the language of social mobility but also the language of intergroup 

communication as the province saw an influx of migrated population. This new 

population migrated in different waves (which in some cases started even before 

the region’s incorporation into the Russian Empire) and included Bulgarians, 

Ukrainians, Gagauzians, Russians, Germans, and Jews. Generally, Russians 

and Jews settled primarily in the cities while the other minorities rather lived in 

rural areas. (Müller, 2012, pp. 15–18) As in other parts of the Russian Empire at 

the turn of the century, anti-Semitism took root in Bessarabia as well. This 

erupted into pogroms in Chişinău in 1903 and 1905. These acts of collective 

violence alarmed international press and are claimed to be the reason for the 

international borrowing of the Russian word “pogrom” by many languages. 

(Wiese, 2016, pp. 93–106) As Tsarist Russia entered World War I in 1914, the 

residents of the province of Bessarabia had to join the army too. The October 

Revolution of 1917 reached the peripheries of the Empire when a National 

Assembly was formed in Chişinău. Under the influence of first Bolshevik and then 

Romanian forces, the National Assembly declared an independent republic, a 

“Moldovan Democratic Republic of Bessarabia”, and the union with Romania 
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within the span of only six months. This de facto union of 1918 with neighbouring 

Romania was internationally approved by the Parisian post war treaties in 1920. 

(Hegarty, 2014, pp. 128–130) As part of these treaties, Romania was also 

granted the historic regions of Transylvania, Crişana, Maramureş, Banat, 

Bukovina, and Dobrudja and formed a union which became known as Greater 

Romania. The changing governments of inter-war Greater Romania faced a 

multitude of difficulties in their nation-building efforts as the territory had almost 

doubled, its inhabitants were much more multi-ethnic and multilingual than in 

Vechiul Regat (the Romanian Old Kingdom) and all regions were differently 

developed on many levels. (Livezeanu, 2000, pp. 1–13) One big change for 

Bessarabia was the changing of scripts, when Romanian was previously written 

in Cyrillic, it was now to be written in Latin script, just like in Romania. 

Additionally, in efforts to bring all parts of the new country on the same level of 

education and spread a sense of unity and Romanian identity, Romanian was 

supported to become the language of education and (news) culture by the 

Bucharest government. Subsequently, Romanian-speaking intelligentsia was 

sent to Bessarabia from the Old Kingdom to found educational and cultural 

institutions. (Livezeanu, 2000, pp. 120–121) In the meantime an autonomous 

socialist republic was established left of Dniester, including todays Transnistria 

region and Ukraine, under the name of Moldovan Autonomous Soviet Socialist 

Republic in 1924. Alongside other autonomous republics which were created in 

the 1920s, this state was formed to uphold territorial claims on Bessarabia. These 

claims would only come into play as a result of the secret splitting up of Europe in 

the Ribbentrop-Molotov agreement. (Negura, 2012) 

 When the Second World War began, Greater Romania first attempted to stay 

neutral. The territory of the Eastern part of what had been the Bessarabian 

province during Russian Empire times was integrated into Soviet Russia as a 

result of the aforementioned Ribbentrop-Molotov pact. Following an ultimatum, 

Romanian forces turned the territory over to the Soviet authorities in June 1940. 

This event has later been interpreted as a Russian annexation or a liberation 

from Romanian occupation. (King, 2003, pp. 61–65) Following this change of 

power, the larger part of the Romanian inter-war intelligentsia left for the Old 

Kingdom or was deported to Siberia. As the German-Soviet non-aggression pact 

was resolved and Nazi-Germany attacked the Soviet Union in 1941, Romania 

allied with Germany in order to regain control over Eastern Moldova. (Heintz, 

2005, pp. 72–79) As a result, the region was under German-Romanian command 

until 1944 when the tide started turning against Nazi-Germany. During this period 
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of the war, from autumn 1941 onwards, deportations of Jews, Roma, and people 

considered political opponents, such as communists, from Moldova, Walachia, 

Bukovina, and Ukraine to the region of Transnistria took place. It is estimated that 

at least 250,000 people were killed during this period, but the exact numbers are 

still to be researched. (Friling, 2005, p. 382) That the Holocaust in this region is 

relatively little investigated, especially by local historians, is due to a wide-spread 

reluctance to work on this topic because of its possible implications for national 

historiographies (Dumitru, 2017). All three research locations of the current study 

were immensely changed by the deportations of World War II. All locations had a 

significant Jewish population before the war: in the census of 1930, 36.05% of 

the inhabitants of Chişinău were recorded as Jews (Dumitru, 2008, p. 52). 

Livezeanu additionally states that 37% of the urban populations had been Jewish 

in the interwar period (2000, p. 123). About half of Făleşti’s population is reported 

to have been Jewish in 1930 (Weiner, 1999, pp. 358–361). Before World War II, 

Bălți had two Jewish primary schools, two Jewish pre-schools, and two Jewish 

secondary schools (Baciu, 2011, p. 217). It is estimated that approximately half of 

the Jewish population of Moldova perished over the course of the Second World 

War (Dumitru, 2008, p. 53).  

 Towards the end of the Second World War, in March 1944, the Soviet Union 

regained power over Bessarabia and the Moldovan Soviet Socialist Republic 

(MSSR) was formed. The newly established country’s borders were only a little 

different from those of the former province of Bessarabia: parts in the South 

bordering with the Black Sea (in today’s Odessa Oblast) became part of the 

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic (Hausleitner, 2008, p. 825). The 

establishment of this new Soviet republic formed another turning point in 

Moldovan history and another change of elites as deportations and 

collectivisations took place. The common national narrative was changed by 

Soviet state ideology, away from a common Romanianism towards a distinct 

independent Moldovan identity, or Moldovanism3. Thus, in many ways Romania 

formed the “other” in the new Moldovan national identity. (Huma, 2016) 

Moldovanism was based on the supposed distinct quality of the Moldovan 

language towards the Romanian language. In order to set it apart even more and 

to underline its Slavic / Soviet nature, the language was written in Cyrillic script 

                                                
3 The following explanation of the term Moldovanism the sense in which it will be used in 
the current thesis. I.e. Moldovanism referring to the distinct Moldovan identity and its 
features, limiting Moldova to the territory of today’s RM. Elsewhere the term was found to 
be used in reference to the entire historical region of Moldova, including the part which 
are today part of Romania Hausleitner, 2008, p. 825. 
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again. Hence, language politics in the MSSR was from the beginning also a 

means to legitimize the territorial integrity of the country. Moreover, Russian was 

promoted as the language of inter-ethnic communication and became the 

language of upward social mobility and higher culture, like in other parts of the 

Soviet Union. While language policies kept a space for Moldovan as an official 

language, it had very little prestige with politics, sciences, administration, and 

military primarily working in Russian. (Erfurt, 2012)  

  Another turning point in Moldovan history was Moscow’s Glasnost and 

Perestroika politics which were felt in the MSSR too and attempts were made to 

extent the usage of Romanian to more language domains. As part of this 

endeavour Moldovan was made the state language in 1989 and the Latin script 

was reintroduced. Russian was devalued to be the language of inter-ethnic 

communication. These identity politics were met with growing protests by 

minorities, especially in the Transnistrian and Gagauzian region. As the Soviet 

Union fell apart, Moldova first declared its autonomy in 1990 and then its 

independence as the Republic of Moldova (Republica Moldova) on 27th August 

1991. Similarly, the “Gagauz Moldovan Socialist Soviet Republic” and the 

“Pridnestrovian Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic” declared their autonomy in 

1990. (Müller, 2012) 

1.2 Post 1991 Independence 

During the period, leading up to the foundation of the Republic of Moldova, the 

institutional support of the Moldovan language in relation to Russian was one of 

the main topics for the Moldovan Popular Front and its ethnic and nationalist 

mobilization or backlash of the time. This new massive support for Romanian and 

the fear of a possible union with neighbouring Romania led to the declaration of 

autonomy of Transnistria region East of the River Dniester and Gagauz region in 

the South. Both regions were/are primarily inhabited by ethnic/ linguistic 

minorities and mostly Russian speaking. At the dissolution of the Soviet Union 

and Chişinău’s declaration of the independent Moldovan republic these 

autonomies which were originally intended to be autonomous parts of the USSR 

became secessionist conflict zones. After minor struggles the conflict escalated 

into a brutal civil war in 1992 when the centralist Moldovan government sent 

military troops to the separatist territory of Transnistria. Five months later the 

conflict was frozen indefinitely when the 14th Soviet Army got involved in support 

of the Transnistrian side. The ceasefire lines from this conflict still mark the 

informal border of what the Moldovan government has taken to refer to as 
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“Transnistria autonomous territorial unit with special legal status” (Romanian: 

Unitatea teritorială autonomă cu statut juridic special Transnistria). The de facto 

state unit took up the name of Pridnestrovian Moldavian Republic4 (Romanian: 

Republica Moldovanească Nistreană, Russian: Приднестровская Молдавская 

Республика). (Blakkisrud & Kolstø, 2013, pp. 178–184) The fear of a union with 

Romania and marginalization of minority groups also led the primarily Gagauzian 

territories in the South to declare their autonomy. Other than in Transnistria this 

potential conflict was resolved on a diplomatic level without bloodshed. Scholars 

see the reason for this peaceful resolving in the fact that the region had a less 

developed administrative structure, lacked the industrial infrastructure, and the 

resulting economic independence, and the support of Russia. The result of 

lengthy negotiations formed the 1994/1995 agreements which granted the 

Autonomous Territorial Unit of Gagauzia (Gagauzian: Avtonom Territorial 

Bölümlüü Gagauziya/ Gagauz Yeri, Romanian: Unitatea Teritorială Autonomă 

Găgăuzia, Russian: Автономное территориальное образование Гагаузия) 

partial autonomy with Comrat as the capital and a governor named Başkan. 

Although this autonomy is viewed by critics as a pseudo-autonomy with most 

decision-making taking place in Chişinău and not Comrat. Gagauz authorities see 

themselves as the guaranteeing force behind Moldovan territorial integrity since 

the threat stands that the region would demand independence in the case that 

Chişinău decides to become a part of Romania. (Roper, 2001, pp. 115–121)  

 Post-Soviet Moldovan governments have been swinging in their policies like a 

pendulum between pro-European and pro-Russian. With regards to language 

policies pro-European governments have tended to favour the use of Romanian 

and a possible integration into the European Union and pro-Russian 

governments supported the role of Russian. Therefore, Frederica Prina identifies 

the following four phases in Moldovan politics: firstly, a reactive phase of ethnic 

mobilization which pushed for a (more) wide-spread use of Romanian and the 

unification with Romania (1989-1994); secondly, a more moderate pro-Romanian 

course with the Popular Front in the minority (1994-2001); thirdly, the communist 

pro-Russian government (2001-2009); and fourthly the post-Communist phase 

which is characterized as generally less stable. (2014b, p. 57) Symptomatic for 

this unstable period have been a number of shortened election terms with 

governments resigning or forced to resign early, referendums, and mass protests. 

Internationally noted was especially the Russian imposed embargo on Moldovan 

                                                
4 In line with many other English-speaking publications, the name Transnistria will be 
used to refer to this territorial unit for matters of simplification and readability. 
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products, following RM’s association agreement with the EU in 2009, and a 

banking scandal which involved the embezzlement of around one billion US-

Dollars in off shore-accounts from the national banking system in 2014. The 

current president of RM is Igor Dodon who was the first president to be elected 

directly in 2016. Dodon is considered a pro-Russian politician and presents 

himself as a negotiator between the Tiraspol and Chişinău administrations and 

with the Russian Federation. (BBC News, 2018)  

 In 2018, the 100-year anniversary of the formation of Greater Romania 

(Romanian: Marea Unire) in 1918 was actively celebrated both in today’s 

Romania and RM. One of the events with the most participants formed a big 

protest, calling for unification with Romania under the title “Marea Adunare 

Centenară” (one-hundredth big assembly) on 25th March 2018 in Chişinău. 

Among others the former president of Romania, Traian Băsescu, spoke at the 

demonstration which was allegedly attended by 7,000 (Andreev, 2018) to 10,000 

people (Euractiv.ro, 2018). The date for this gathering was chosen intentionally, 

marking the 100-year anniversary of the Moldovan National Assembly’s vote for a 

unification with Romania on 27th March 1918. (Ceapai & Gușan, 2018) The 

anniversary celebrations were accompanied by counter-protests in Gagauzia 

where a meeting was held “against the union of R. Moldova and Romania” 

(Ciochină, 2018). A transnational unionist/ nationalist initiative organized a march 

from Alba Iulia in Romania to Chişinău (“Marşul Centenarului”) which ended on 

1st September 2018 in Chişinău. (Unire 18, 2018) The starting point, Alba Iulia, 

holds a special place in the ranks of Romanian national symbols as the location 

where the National Assembly of Alba Iulia (Romanian: Marea Adunare Națională 

de la Alba Iulia) declared the union of Transylvania with Romanian Old Kingdom 

in 1918. However, the unionist gatherings were met with what was framed by 

some reports as pro-Russian counter-protests (Necsutu, 2018).  

 The most contemporary political debates revolve around the recent elections 

which took place on 24th February 2019, with the preliminary results of 31.18% 

for the Socialist Party (Partidul Socialiştilor din Republica Moldova), 26.75% for 

the electoral group ACUM (Blocul electoral ACUM Platforma DA şi PAS), 23.69% 

for the Democratic Party (Partidul Democrat din Moldova), 8.33% for the Şor 

Party (Partidul Şor), and 10.07% for other parties. (Alegeri.md, 2019) No new 

government had been formed before the submission deadline of the current 

thesis. 
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2. Linguistic Situation 

The linguistic situation in the RM is deeply intertwined with the historical 

developments and everchanging authorities of the past centuries (cf. chapter 

1.Recent and Contemporary History). Based on the historical summary of the 

previous chapter, the following section contains an overview of the different 

languages and language groups as well as policies touching upon language 

issues. Aiding a more structured grasp of Moldova’s multilingualism first the 

numeric distribution of languages and speakers in RM will be introduced, followed 

by an analysis using the framework of objective ethnolinguistic vitality which will 

also be briefly introduced. After that a separate section deals with the different 

language policies and how they were perceived as well as the new global role of 

English. These perspectives on multilingualism in RM are intended to form the 

basis for an informed interpretation of the results of the linguistic landscape 

analysis which is the core of this study.  

2.1 Moldova’s Multilingualism in Numbers 

Preceding a rather qualitative analysis of the linguistic situation in RM the 

following chapter is devoted to the different census data concerning ethnicity, first 

language5 (L1) and the language usually spoken (Romanian: limba vorbită de 

obicei). 

 Preceding the outline of the demographic situation in RM some general 

remarks should be made regarding the nature of the data available. When 

looking at census data of RM it has to be noted that all post-soviet census data 

have been critiqued regarding their reliability (Pfeil, 2012, p. 267), (Penina, 

Jdanov, & Grigoriev, 2015) and do not include any data obtained in the de facto 

independent region of Transnistria. Nevertheless, the numbers given here will 

mostly follow those given by the Moldovan National Bureau of Statistics due to 

their accessibility and wide range. In this way, it will also be possible to work with 

a rather uniform set of data. 

 It should also be noted that the situation in RM differs from common Romantic 

nation-state ideas (Woolard & Schieffelin, 1994, pp. 60–61) in both the 

presupposed linear relationship of language and state à la “one state – one 

language” as well that of ethnicity and language use. Hence, it is necessary to 

                                                
5 Following the example of language acquisition research, the different languages will be 
referred to in the order in which they were learned, i.e. first language (L1), second 
language (L2) etc. Terms such as native speaker or mother tongue may refer to a 
multitude of different contexts and are therefore too ambiguous. For different definitions of 
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neither isolate the number of L1 speakers of a certain language nor the number 

of individuals which count themselves as belonging to a certain ethnicity but to 

keep in mind that these demographic factors might not be in congruence with 

each other. Additionally, the claimed L1 is not necessarily in agreement with the 

language which is used in the everyday life. Therefore, an overview of the census 

statements regarding ethnicity will be given, followed by a comparison of the L1 

and language usually spoken. All data will, if possible, be reviewed on a national 

level and more closely on the level of the research locations Chişinău, Bălți, and 

Făleşti.  

 According to the National Bureau of Statistics the country had a population of 

3,5 million6 in 2018 (2018b, p. 12). The titular nation of the country is that of the 

Moldovans, a group to which the majority of people count themselves7. The 

second largest ethnic group, according to the 2014 census, is that of the 

Romanians. This group only visibly emerged in the census data of 2004 in the 

context of discourses wishing to become a part of neighbouring Romania after 

the country’s independence from the Soviet Union (Ciscel, 2008, p. 382). The 

third-largest community in the current census consists of people who declared 

Ukrainian as their ethnicity. This group shrunk from 13,8% in 1989 to 6,6% in 

2014. The number of people claiming to be of Gagauz ethnicity is quite consisted 

at around four percent. The size of the group of people who declared to be of 

Russian ethnicity decreased from 13% in 1989 to 4,1% in 2014, making it 

nominally the fifth-biggest group by ethnicity in RM. Following this is the group of 

self-proclaimed ethnic Bulgarians which seems to be consistently at around 2% 

of the population. Around 0,3% of the population stated to be of Roma ethnicity. 

Other minority groups are given as considering themselves as Polish, 

Belarussian, Jewish, Tatar, Armenian, and German (Pfeil, 2012, p. 267). A more 

detailed comparisons of the ethnicities which were stated in the past three 

Moldovan censuses and how they developed since the independence can be 

found in Table 1. 

 

 

                                                                                                                                 
native speaker see e.g. Davies, 2004. For an overview on different language acquisition 
processes refer to Meisel, 2018, pp. 658–659.  
6 As mentioned before this number is disputed. Other estimates include 3,6 million 
Simons & Fennig, 2017 or even 18% less than census data suggests Penina, Jdanov, & 
Grigoriev, 2015, p. 1. 
7 The 2004 and 2014 census did not record any data in the territory of Transnistria. 
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Table 1: Declared ethnicities contrasting censuses 1989, 2004, 20148 

 Moldovan Romanian Ukrainian Gagauz Russian Bulgarian Roma Other 

2014 75% 7% 6,6% 4,6% 4,1% 1,9% 0,3% 0,5% 

2004 75,8% 2,2% 8,4% 4,4% 5,9% 1,9% 0,4% 0,6% 9 

1989 64,5% 0,1% 13,8% 3,5% 13% 2% 0,3% 1,3% 

 

 A more elaborate picture of the ethnicities stated at the research locations of 

this study may be obtained by looking at the 2014 census data for the districts 

Chişinau Sector (Quarter) Centru, Chişinău Sector (Quarter) Botanica, Bălți city 

and Făleşti city. Comparing these places, it is apparent that only Făleşti displays 

the national 75% average of people who state their ethnicity as Moldovan. With 

55-60% this value is relatively lower both at the investigated parts of Chişinău 

and at Bălți. The number of people who declare their ethnicity as Romanian is 

much higher (16.9% and 11.14%) than at the other research locations. In fact, 

with 2.67% at Bălți and 3.79% at Făleşti the number of individuals who claim 

Romanian ethnicity is lower than the national average of 7%. At both Făleşti and 

Bălți the second biggest group is formed by those who declared their ethnicity as 

Ukrainian while both parts of Chişinău are closer to the level of the national 

average. With less than 1% the number given for people who claim Gagauz 

ethnicity is relatively low in the 2014 census at all four locations. Regarding the 

group of people who declared to be of Russian ethnicity the bigger cities display 

a much higher number than the national average and the small city of Făleşti. At 

the two parts of Chişinău the rate of self-proclaimed Bulgarians is only a little 

smaller (1.23%/1.37%) than the national average (1.9%), whereas the two more 

Northern places display a much lower rate (0.18%/0.12%). The number of people 

who indicated Roma as their ethnicity is smaller than the national average (0.3%) 

as well. It is, moreover, striking that especially at the districts Bălți and Chişinău 

Botanica the number of people who did not declare any ethnicity is at over 9%. A 

more detailed comparisons may be found in Table 2. 

                                                
8 All data presented in this table was taken from Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017a for the 2014 data and from Pfeil, 2012, p. 267 for the 2004 and 1989 
data.  
 
9 +0,4% non-declared 
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Table 2: Declared ethnicities contrasting Chişinău, Bălți, and Făleşti 

2014 Moldovan Romanian Ukrainian Gagauz Russian Bulgarian Roma Other10 

Chişinău 

Sec. 

Centru 60,9% 16,9% 5,9% 0,83% 10,01% 1,23% 0,05% 4,07% 

Chişinău 

Sec. 

Botanica 56,37% 11,14% 7,85% 0,74% 13,21% 1,37% 0,03% 

9,28%

11 

Bălți 55,08% 2,67% 17,04%% 0,13% 14,79% 0,18% 0,15% 9,25% 

Făleşti 76,27% 3,79% 13,15% 0,07% 5,34% 0,12% 0,3% 0,96% 

 

 As mentioned before typically the ethnicity which is declared in the census 

does not necessarily equal the language that an individual sees as their first 

language or even that which a person usually uses in everyday communication. A 

shift in language use is especially salient regarding the use of Russian. While 

around 4% of the population are stating Russian as their ethnicity and 9.4% 

indicate that Russian is their first language, 14.05% of the people surveyed in the 

2014 census say that Russian is the language which they usually speak. Most of 

the people who show this difference between ethnicity and first language or the 

language of everyday use respectively belong to minority (language) groups, 

such as Ukrainian, Gagauzian, and Bulgarian. The gain in Russian speakers of 

around 5% from first language to language usually spoken seems consistent 

across the different research locations although the Russian speaking population 

is higher at all research locations than the national average suggests. The 

number of people who state Ukrainian as their ethnicity and first language is 

higher in Bălți and Făleşti in comparisons to the national average and Chişinău. 

However, Ukrainian does not appear to be the language which is usually spoken 

by this group. The Bulgarian and Gagauzian language group are almost invisible 

numerically in the two Northern cities of Bălți and Făleşti especially regarding the 

language which is usually spoken. In Chişinău the number is lower than the 

national average too and the number of people who usually speak these minority 

languages is even lower. These numbers are in line with reports that locate the 

                                                
10 and non-declared 
11 At Sec. Botanica 5,734 persons did not declare their ethnicity in the census which 
makes it the part of Chişinău with the most non-declared cases. 
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Russian speaking communities in urban centres and amongst minority groups. 

Next to the urbanized minority population the Gagauzian minority mostly lives in 

the autonomous Gagauzian region which was established in 1994. The Bulgarian 

minority is typically found in the South of the country especially in the Taraclia 

region. Ukrainian speaking communities are mostly settled in villages in the North 

and East of the country. The Romani minority’s most well-known settlement in 

RM is in and around the Northern town of Soroca. (Pfeil, 2012) The difference 

between the number of people who call the variety of Romanian which they 

speak “Romanian” is higher in urban centres than the national average or the 

smaller town of Făleşti which is supported by literature which locates the 

tendency to refer to the language as “Moldovan” rather than “Romanian” in rural 

areas (Ciscel, 2010, p. 18). A more detailed comparisons of the different 

language groups by location and the language which they state as first language 

and the language which is usually spoken may be found in Table 3 below. All 

data in this table references the 2014 census data as provided by the Moldovan 

National Statistics Bureau and was generated by using the ”Tables” online tool 

(2017j) and maybe replicated by following the links indicated in the different 

footnotes. 
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Table 3: First language and language usually spoken by location 

2014  Moldovan Romanian Ukrainian Gagauzian Russian Bulgarian Romani Other12 

Republic 

of 

Moldova 

L113 55.07% 22.79% 3.82% 4.08% 9.4% 1.49% 0.27% 3.07% 

Language 

usually 

spoken14 53% 23.26% 2.63% 2.64% 14.05% 0.95% 0.21% 3.26% 

Chişinău 

Sec. 

Centru 

L115 25.25% 46.23% 1.63% 0.46% 22.72% 0.53% 0.04% 12.9% 

Language 

usually 

spoken16 21.83% 46.55% 0.25% 0.04% 27.85% 0.11% 0.03% 3.35% 

Chişinău 

Sec. 

Botanica 

L1 26.4% 33.46% 2.02% 0.31% 28.14% 0.49% 0.01% 9.12% 

Language 

usually 

spoken 22.9% 33.65% 0.24% 0.04% 33.78% 0.06% 0.004% 9.33% 

Bălți 

L117 34.3% 16.4% 4.41% 0.3% 41.57% 0.6% 0.19% 9.65% 

Language 

usually 

spoken18 28.51% 16.27% 1.11% --19 50.88% --20 0.11% 9.64% 

Făleşti 

L121 62.36% 13.99% 5.74% --22 16.55% -- 0.16% 1.2% 

Language 

usually 

spoken23 60.44% 14.02% 2.11% --24 22.08% 0 0.14% 1.2% 

                                                
1212 and non-declared 
13To generate this census data, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017f 
1414To generate this census data, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017b 
15 To generate the census data for Chişinău Sec. Centru and Chişinău Sec. Botanica 
regarding L1, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2017i 
16 To generate the census data for language usually spoken at Chişinău Sec. Centru and 
Chişinău Sec. Botanica, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017e 
17 To generate this census data, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017g 
18 To generate this census data, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017c 
19 The value is equal or less than an absolute of 5 and was thus not included by the 
National Bureau of Statistics. 
20 The value is equal or less than an absolute of 5 and was thus not included by the 
National Bureau of Statistics. 
21 To generate this census data, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017h 
22 The value is equal or less than an absolute of 5 and was thus not included by the 
National Bureau of Statistics. 
23 To generate this census date, follow this link: Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 
Moldova, 2017d 
24 The value is equal or less than an absolute of 5 and was thus not included by the 
National Bureau of Statistics. 
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2.2 Minority Languages in RM in Terms of Objective Ethnolinguistic Vitality 

The concept of objective ethnolinguistic vitality (OV) is a framework which aims at 

capturing the different social, political, and psychological factors which influence 

the proportionate strength or weakness of a language (community) in a 

multilingual setting. It was first introduced as “ethnolinguistic vitality” (EV) by Giles 

et al. who define it as “that which makes a group likely to behave in a distinctive 

and active collective entity in intergroup situations” (1977, p. 308). Other, more 

recent, language vitality assessment scales include Joshua Fishman’s GIDS 

(Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale), the UNESCO’s scale, and their 

combination the EGIDS (Expanded Intergenerational Disruption Scale) by Paul 

Lewis and Gary Simons (Schreiber, 2016, p. 15). In the EV framework, the 

factors which are suggested to form the driving forces behind language vitality 

are represented by the categories of “status”, “demography”, and “institutional 

support” (Meyerhoff, 2011, p. 113). Subsequently, in the long run varieties which 

are rated with a low vitality in the proposed categories are expected to be lost 

while varieties which are rated with a high vitality are suggested to be maintained. 

In other words, the vitality of a language determines whether a language is 

maintained, or a group shifts to using another language/ variety instead. This is 

why Martin Ehala reframed the earlier definition to “vitality is a group’s ability to 

maintain and protect its existence in time as a collective entity” (Smith, Ehala, & 

Giles, 2017, p. 9). Later Bourhis et al. refined the concept of EV and introduced 

another distinction between objective EV (OV) which focusses on the previously 

introduced categories and that of subjective EV (SV) which is concerned with the 

perceived vitality of a variety within their distinct linguistic community as well as 

that of other varieties. Because it is argued that the way a (linguistic) group 

perceives its own vitality - measured by means of OV - has great impact on their 

behaviour. On the other hand, these perceptions might again be mediated 

through factors of OV. (Bourhis & Barrette, 2006, pp. 246–247) Some OV factors 

may also outweigh others. As could be the case in some religious communities if 

their religious language differs from the surrounding majority language. While 

members of this community might be aware of the fact that this language does 

not receive formal institutional support, that their group does not make up a big 

demographic, or has a great social status, but they still chose to maintain this 

language. This is only one example for how EV theory has been critiqued for the 

difficulties it poses in operationalization. (Smith et al., 2017, pp. 9–11) Therefore, 

this part of the current thesis will solely focus on the categories of OV in order to 
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use this structured approach to provide the reader with an overview on the 

linguistic situation. The framework of OV will be used as a means to structure the 

multitude of factors and perspectives on multilingualism in RM. In other words, 

what follows will not be an analysis of the OV in terms of scores but rather an 

overview on the linguistic situation using the factors of an OV analysis as the 

groundwork.  

 As part of an OV analysis typically the different linguistic groups are 

contrasted and compared. However, the category of linguistic and ethnic group 

is, like many other social categories, a fluid construct which does not necessarily 

capture the realities of every individual. People may even move between 

categories or identities just as they might be moving between linguistic registers. 

Evidence from Moldova for these shifts between supposedly rigid categories may 

be found in Knott’s investigation of Romanian kin-majority identities (2015) or 

Weirich’s reports on field studies carried out in the context of a Ukrainian-

speaking village (Weirich, 2013, p. 75). It is thus not intended to present the 

linguistic situation of RM along very strict lines of simplified linguistic groups in 

the following chapter but rather to use the categories of OV to present the multi-

layered nature of language use, language policies, and linguistic identities. 

Firstly, the demographic factors of multilingualism in RM will be presented, 

followed by factors of both formal and informal institutional support and lastly 

those factors attributed to status of a language will be examined.  

2.2.1 Demography 

The demographic factor accounts for the factors which Giles et al. divide into 

those of “numbers” and those of “distribution” (1977, p. 309). The distribution 

plays an important role in the potential for a linguistic community to support their 

interests collectively which is in the case of “numbers” achieved though the 

numerable size of a group that provides it with social influence. 

 The category of distribution includes the subcategories of proportion, 

concentration and national territory (Meyerhoff, 2011, p. 113). As the census data 

presented above (cf. chapter 2.1. Moldova’s Multilingualism in Numbers) 

indicates, the proportionately biggest group is that of the Moldovan titular nation. 

That is, with regards to ethnicity stated, first language and language usually used. 

The second biggest group is that of people who affiliate themselves with 

Romanian ethnicity and language. In the third position is that of the people who 

consider themselves as ethnically Ukrainian and state their first language as 

Ukrainian. With respect to the language which is usually spoken, Russian is in 
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the third position. Other minorities and minority languages follow this on a 

national level, namely Gagauzian, Bulgarian, Romani and others. At the research 

locations of the current study, these minorities play a marginal role numerically.  

 This marginal role of smaller minority groups may be explained through what 

Giles et al. term “concentration”. While the Moldovan ethnic and language group 

are spread out all over the country, the tendency to name the state language 

Romanian instead of Moldovan is more prominent in urban centres which is 

reflected in the census data for the research locations. Since Gagauzian and 

Bulgarian speakers typically live in the South of the country and the research 

locations are mostly in the North of the country, it appears as logical that they are 

only marginally present in the census data of Chişinău, Bălți, and Făleşti. That 

Romani is only sparsely present in the current numbers is most likely only partly 

due to geographical reasons of concentration, it is also presumable that 

individuals did not give Roma as ethnicity or Romani as their L1 in the census 

due to this group’s structural marginalization. (Cârstocea & Câestocea, 2017, 

pp. 5–6) Russian speaking communities are historically concentrated in urban 

centres which explains their salient appearance in the bigger cities’ census data. 

(Ciscel, 2010, p. 15) Bigger groups of Ukrainian L1 speakers/ individuals who 

give Ukrainian as their ethnicity are typically to be found in the villages along the 

border with Ukraine or in the capital Chişinău (Weirich, 2013, p. 67).  

 Most of the language groups appearing in the Moldovan census have a titular 

connection to another nation-state in the region and partly receive support from 

these countries. As part of a kin-nation agenda Romanian authorities have been 

giving out not only passports but also been involved with charity, educational, and 

cultural institutions in RM. (Milevschi, 2012) Romania has its own Ministry 

devoted to “Romanians from Everywhere” (Ministerul pentru Românii de 

Pretutindeni, 2019). How and if the Russian Federation is involved in Moldovan 

domestic affairs is disputed. Nevertheless, Russian foreign policy alluded to the 

kin relations with Russians outside of Russia repeatedly (Csergő & Goldgeier, 

2013, pp. 96–101). The Russian influence in the de facto independent part 

Transnistria has been especially controversial since the Ukrainian-Russian 

conflict over the Crimean Peninsula (Prina, 2014a), (Cullen Dunn & Bobick, 

2014). Russia maintains the “Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of 

Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad, and International Cultural 

Cooperation” (The Russian Government, 2019). Bulgarian and Ukrainian 

authorities in turn support schools in language teaching and with other cultural 
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events. (Troebst, 2012) There are, for instance, university placements reserved 

for Ukrainian speaking students at several universities in Ukraine. (Lazarenko, 

2012, p. 200) There is also a Bulgarian University (Universitatea din Taraclia) 

which has been established with the support of the Bulgarian government. 

(Tveatcov, 2012) The Bulgarian government also maintains a government 

Agency for Bulgarians abroad (Riedel, 2012, p. 26). In contrast to these groups 

the Gagauzian language group does not have a supposed kin-state in their 

support. Nevertheless, the independent region of Gagauzia (Gagauz Yeri) which 

has been established after a brief conflict in 1994 ensures certain minority rights 

in this economically weak region. Additionally, since Gagauzian is considered a 

Turk language the Turkish state, Turkish companies, and charities have been 

financially present in this region. Symbolic to the connection Turkish President 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan visited Gagauzia’s capital Comrat in October 2018 

(Hürriyet Daily News, 2018). No such support is given to the Romani minority in 

lack of a kin-nation-state and in light of the wide-spread marginalization which is 

present all over South Eastern Europe this group receives little support. 

(Cârstocea & Câestocea, 2017, pp. 5–6) 

 The “numbers” aspect given as part of OV factors includes next to “absolute 

birth-rate”, “mixed marriages”, the factors of” immigration” and “emigration” 

(Meyerhoff, 2011, p. 113). As of now neither data looking especially at the birth-

rates of the different language groups or the factor of mixed marriages could be 

found. The existence of mixed-marriages, however, is evident through the 

qualitative studies which investigated aspects of intra-family language use in the 

past. Vasile Dumbrava, for instance, even identified four different types of 

multilingual families25 and their patterns of language use. While the study 

conveys rather traditional family concepts which are unlikely to uphold, especially 

regarding the many absent family members due to migration, it paints a vivid 

picture of issues from within a multilingual family. It also presents Russian as the 

dominant language in most contexts and Romanian, if used at all, as the 

language of one of the parents for the use at home only. (Dumbrava, 2004, 

pp. 230–235)  

 The factor of migration is omnipresent in RM. According to the International 

Organization of Migration’s (IoM) Migration Profile for RM almost one million 

Moldovan citizens have left the country (2017, p. 107). For a small country such 

                                                
25 Namely: father: L1 Russian-mother: L1 Romanian; father: L1 Romanian-mother: L1 
Russian, one parent: monolingual-one parent: multilingual, one parent: another L1 but 
Romanian or Russian 
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as that of RM this means that at least 25% of the Moldovan citizens live outside 

of the country26 which in turn means that statistically speaking that everyone in 

the country should know at least one person that has migrated. This number is 

supported by the fact that 23.8% of all households received remittances in 2014 

(International Organization of Migration, 2017, p. 45). Reasons for migration are 

grounded in the poor economic status of RM which draws especially younger 

people towards working in both Central/ Western European countries and the 

Russian Federation (International Organization of Migration, 2017, p. 13). These 

countries are for the most part closely linked to already existing language skills of 

the migrating population, namely Russian, Romanian, and potentially Ukrainian 

and English. In 2014, about half of the Moldovan diaspora (550,000) lived in 

urban centres in the Russian Federation (International Organization of Migration, 

2017, p. 107). It is also possible for Moldovan citizens to travel visa-free to 

Russia for 90 days. Others migrated to countries with a Romance language as 

majority language such as Italy (150,000), Portugal (23,000), Spain (16,433), and 

Romania (11,699) (International Organization of Migration, 2017, p. 107). The EU 

may also be entered visa-free for 90 days. Romania plays a special role not only 

as the only other country with Romanian having the status of a national language 

but also as a country where a number of Moldovans acquired dual-citizenship. 

The option of dual-citizenship is especially attractive because the Romanian 

passport allows for legally settling and working in all countries of the European 

Union. Therefore, the Romanian passport often applied for to legally work in other 

EU countries. In this way, not all Moldovan citizens who live in the EU might be 

registered as Moldovans living outside of the country but as Romanians. 

Obtaining a Romanian passport is not only accessible for individuals who own 

more than a million euro but also for those who have relatives within the past 

three generations that possessed a Romanian passport (Riedel, 2012, pp. 22–

23). Since the last condition is possible to meet for many Moldovans due to the 

country’s moved history, more than 200,000 individuals received Romanian 

passports (Riedel, 2012, p. 24). Bulgarian and Russian passports – yet less 

easily available to many – found a similar use for means of migration. Both 

Russian and Ukrainian come into play regarding the migration to Ukraine 

(17,706). Although one might wonder if this number will have changed by the 

next census because of the economic crisis in Ukraine since the 2015 conflict 

with Russia. Mostly English-speaking countries of migration include Great Britain 

(20,000), the Republic of Ireland (15,000), and Canada (12,830). Again, it will be 

                                                
26 Calculating with the generous number of 4 million as a total. 
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of interest to see if and how these numbers will change after the UK’s leaving of 

the European Union which is scheduled for the end of March 2019 (GOV.UK). 

Other important countries of migration are Greece (18,825), Germany (11,665), 

and Israel (11,000) (International Organization of Migration, 2017, p. 107). The 

latter implies why the Jewish population which made up more than 8% of the 

country’s urban population in the 1970s (Livezeanu, 1981, pp. 335–336) almost 

disappeared from the censuses after the 1990s.  

 Hence, knowing the Russian language is crucial for at least half of the 

population living abroad which is likely to play into practical language use/ 

learning attitudes in RM itself. The knowledge of Romanian can rather be seen as 

useful with regards to economic mobility when transferring linguistic skills from 

one Romance language to another. Interestingly, a certain level of Romanian is 

not required when applying for Romanian citizenship (Riedel, 2012, p. 25). 

Nevertheless, it is certainly necessary to know Romanian when setting in 

Romania. The Ukrainian language might play a role when looking at migration to 

Ukraine although Russian or Romanian could also be of use in some parts of the 

country. English, French, Greek or Hebrew might also be considered as being of 

practical use when considering purely migration purposes.  

 In view of migration to the RM, Romania, Ukraine, Israel, the Russian 

Federation, and Turkey were the most important countries of origin, amounting to 

a total of 4,204 persons who immigrated to the country. Most of these people 

gave work as their reason for migration, followed by family reintegration and 

studies. (International Organization of Migration, 2017, p. 35) This shows that in 

terms of emigration and immigration the same languages appear to be if 

importance, i.e., Romanian, Russian and possibly to some extent Ukrainian. 

However, these statistics are neither taking into account the group of people who 

come back after a longer stay abroad nor those who visited the country.  

  The number of beds available for tourists show that tourism is presumably not 

the main object of consideration in the RM regarding language choice. By far the 

most beds are available in Chişinău with 35.4% beds of all of Moldova, Bălți 

offers 907 beds which accounts for 3.6% of beds in the country, and Făleşti offers 

around 1% (270) beds available nation-wide. (Biroul Național de Statistică al 

Republicii Moldova, 2017k, p. 109) 

2.2.2 Institutional Support 

The factors of institutional support are divided into those which are formal and 

those considered to be informal. Key phrases for the first category of formal 
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institutional support include education, government, services (e.g. government or 

social services), and mass media whereas informal institutional support entails 

aspects like industry, religion, and culture. Increasing the use and visibility of a 

variety in these domains is often used in language maintenance efforts because it 

is considered to support the relative vitality of a variety towards others. Formal 

institutional support is commonly associated with top-down public measures, 

whereas informal support measures might also be taken by bottom-up local or 

private actors. (Meyerhoff, 2011, pp. 113–114) Following the structure given by 

these factors of OV this chapter aims at giving an overview on which institutional 

mechanism influence the language use in the RM. However, the information 

given will mostly move along the lines of the national level due to a lack of 

detailed data for the individual locations of investigation. Similarly, most sources 

cited in this overview are Moldovan or international public actors, international 

NGOs or internationally perceived scientific literature (often in English) and no 

local actors due to a limited online access. 

 In the RM, generally every minority group has the right to receive education in 

their first language on every level of education (Pfeil, 2012, p. 271). This right is 

also guaranteed through the European Charta for Regional or Minority 

Languages which the RM signed in 2002 and is yet to be ratified (Council of 

Europe, 2018a). Education in the RM saw a shift in language use since the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union. While Russian was previously considered the 

language of innovation and upward social mobility, Romanian became 

increasingly important due to a nationalist backlash in the post-independence 

years (King, 1994). Nevertheless, the Soviet heritage weighs on the RM’s 

educational system. In light of the Soviet ethnic federalism policies someone’s 

language was seen as an important attribute of ethnic identity and schools 

working in Russian and the different minority languages were formed (Prina, 

2013, pp. 5–6). In present day minority language schools are rarely in the picture: 

Romanian or Russian are the main media of instruction. Russian is used 

especially in regions with bigger minority groups because it is the first language 

of instruction if a minority language is learnt as the second language which 

results in students having a very low level of competence in Romanian (Ferrari, 

2014, p. 17). If the language of instruction is Russian, students are required to 

learn Romanian and vice versa (Pfeil, 2012, p. 271). As shown in Table 4 below, 

Romanian is numerically the main medium of instruction in most schools with a 

slight increase over the past 18 years. Russian remained the medium of 

instruction for around 20% of students in the RM, though a slight decrease can 
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be detected over the past 18 years. The minority languages Ukrainian, Bulgarian, 

and Gagauzian are sparsely or not represented at all in the educational 

landscape. The Romani language is statistically invisible in the context of 

formalized education although it is the first language of up to 250,000 people 

(depending on the estimate) (Ferrari, 2014, p. 18). In higher education teaching in 

English and French are playing a growing role. At the same time this is the 

educational level where Russian has seen the biggest decrease over the ten-year 

period presented below: from 30.9% to 14.8%.  

Table 4:Schools by language of instruction 

 2000 200827 201828 

 Romanian Russian Other Romanian Russian Other Romanian Russian Other 

pre-
school 77.5% 21.1% 0.4% 78.8% 21.1% 0.1% 82.7% 17.3% 0%29 

general 
primary 
and 
secondary 
schools 78.6% 21.2% 0.2% 79.5% 20.3% 0.2% 80.6% 19.2% 0.2% 

secondary 
vocational 
school 78% 22% 0% 84% 16% 0% 89% 11% 0% 

post-
secondary 
vocational 
education 73.3% 23.9% 2.8% 85.1% 14.7% 0.2% 87% 12% 1% 

higher 
education 64.7% 30.9% 4.4% 72.5% 25.9% 1,6% 82.8% 14,8% 2.4%30 

 

 Minorities mostly attending Russian speaking school contributes to the fact 

that this part of the society only speaks very limited Romanian. A study from 

2004/5 showed that only around 50% of Russians, Ukrainian, and Bulgarians 

who were survey claimed to speak Romanian well, and only about 20% of 

individuals with Gagauzian as their first language indicated to know Romanian 

well. About half of the people surveyed said to possess only a very basic 

knowledge of Romanian. (Kosienkowsi & Schreiber, 2014, p. 14) One of the 

reasons why parts of the linguistic minority groups have very little knowledge in 

Romanian also lies in the educational systems as explained above. Another 

challenge poses the lack of qualified teaching staff and appropriate material 

(Pfeil, 2012, p. 272). The fact that teaching is not a very popular study 

                                                
27 All data for the years 2000 and 2008 were taken from this document: Biroul Național de 
Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2009. 
28 All data for the year 2018 were taken from this document: Biroul Național de Statistică 
al Republicii Moldova, 2018a. 
29 Until 2015 0.1% Ukrainian. 
30 Of which 1.5% account for English and 0.7% for French 0,7. 
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programme might be because teaching positions statistically pay less than the 

national average income. In 2008, a teacher’s income was around 1,700 lei per 

month as opposed to a national average income of 2,500 lei per month. (Biroul 

Național de Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2009, p. 27) Nevertheless, 

representatives of minority groups stress the importance of knowing the state-

language in relation with job opportunities (UN Human Right Council, 2017, 

pp. 8–9). 

 A further structural problem is that foreign language learning in schools is 

centred around Romanian and Russian, and prestigious Central European 

languages such as English, French, German, and Spanish, with a growing 

number of English language learners (Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 

Moldova, 2018a, p. 46). These developments indicate that many students prefer 

to study a European majority language instead of Romanian or Russian. 

 Another form of formal institutional support is implemented through providing 

governmental services in a certain language. Although the name of the language 

was widely contested since RM’s independence all services are first and 

foremost available in Romanian as the official national language. The fight over 

whether this language was to be called Romanian or Moldovan was nominally 

settled in 2013 when the Constitutional Court ruled that the Declaration of 

Independence prevails over the Constitution (Weirich, 2015, p. 106). In the latter 

the language is referred to as “Moldovan” while the Declaration of Independence 

addresses it as “Romanian”. However, the language laws implemented in the late 

1980s posed difficulties for many government officials as previously 

governmental services were often provided in Russian which was the language of 

upward mobility in the Soviet system. According to the new legislation from 1989, 

Russian was to have an ambiguous status as the language of inter-ethnic 

communication and Gagauzian was protected as a national minority language 

(Hegarty, 2001, p. 144). One of the new requirements for state employees was 

that they were to be fluent in Romanian and Russian by 1994 (Ciscel, 2008, 

p. 380). That this goal has not been reached yet is visible for instance through the 

work of non-governmental organisations such as ANTEM (Asociația națională a 

trainerilor europeni) which offers online and offline courses of Romanian. That the 

NGO’s offers are particularly directed at state employees and other people who 

work in the public sphere is apparent through its advertisement which features 

testimonials of state employees from minority regions (such as Gagauzia) who 

became confident users of the state language (Asociația Națională a Trainerilor 
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Europeni, 2018) with the help of ANTEM or announcements which address these 

occupational groups directly31. 

 At the three locations of investigation of this study – Chişinău, Bălți, and 

Faleşti – information on local government services is made available in different 

languages online. The municipality of Chişinău has a Russian-Romanian bilingual 

website which seems to offer the same information in both languages equally but 

has Romanian as the default language (Primăria Municipului Chişinău, 2019). 

Bălți authorities present themselves as trilingual online: the website is available in 

Romanian, Russian and English (Primăria Municipului Bălți, 2019). Although the 

English page is practically not in use (currently under construction) and the 

default site is in Romanian. The small town of Făleşti keeps its online presence in 

Romanian only (Primăria Oraşului Făleşti, 2019). While it has not been tested by 

the author whether all of these languages are actually readily used by civil 

servants in everyday communication, it shows how the local authorities present 

themselves and which languages they deem necessary to share information in. 

Thus, Russian is treated as more than one of the national minority languages by 

the two big cities and other smaller language groups are not represented 

language wise in the online sphere32.  

 Presentations such as these might explain why some researchers claim that 

Russian is the de facto state language of RM (Şarov, 2008, p. 173). This is in 

contrast to other voices who observe a certain bias towards ethnic and linguistic 

minorities in RM and claim that they are less likely be employed in civil service 

positions (Kosienkowsi & Schreiber, 2014, p. 13).  

 The domains of industry, religion, and culture fall into the category of informal 

institutional support (Meyerhoff, 2011, p. 113) and the domain of mass-media lies 

between formal institutional support and informal institutional with many private 

stake-holders and the online sphere in the picture. 

 In RM TV is considered the most important news source, followed by internet 

sources and declining print media (BBC News, 2017). The language use in 

national programmes are regulated by a quota which requires 80% to be in 

Romanian and 20% in minority languages and since 2015 all output has to be 

                                                
31 One example from the ANTEM website which reads in Romanian: “Eşti funcţionar, 
medic, poliţist, jurist, economist, asistent social, specialist în relaţii cu publicul? 
Doreşti să comunici fără bariere în diverse situaţii?” (English: Are you a public official, 
doctor, police officer, lawyer, social worker, work in public relations? Do you want to 
communicate with no language barriers in all situations?) Asociația Națională a Trainerilor 
Europeni, 2014 
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original productions by Moldovan TV stations. Most of the airtime allotted for 

minority languages is used for Russian-speaking programmes. It is moreover 

critiqued that the programmes which are in a minority language are not very 

attractive to most viewers (Advisory Committee on the Framework Convention for 

the Protection of National Minorities, 2017, p. 21). Nevertheless, Russian 

speaking programmes are preferred by most minority language speakers since 

their language proficiency is higher in Russian than in Romanian (Kosienkowsi 

& Schreiber, 2014, p. 9).The European Council’s Advisory Committee on the 

Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities advises 

Moldovan authorities and media to stop using negative narratives about an 

opposing “enemy”, i.e. Russian and Russia, and to allocate a budget to the better 

representation of linguistic and ethnic minorities in the media (2017, p. 18). The 

government revoked the TV licence of a Russian language news programmes 

based on a proposed bias in the context of the conflict between Russia and 

Ukraine in 2014 (Kosienkowsi & Schreiber, 2014, p. 14). All of the developments 

stated above lead to an image of wide-spread separation between Russian and 

Romanian speaking parts of the Moldovan society with regards to the media 

which they consume (Prina, 2013, p. 3). Research investigating the influence of 

the internet – the second most important source of news (BBC News, 2017) - on 

the situation and the less-state regulated nature of the online sphere is yet to 

appear. It would be of great interest to see how Moldovans navigate the many 

offers of the internet and where which language is for which purpose. For 

example, answering the question if language use in the Russian social network 

Odnoklassniki is the same as in the U.S. American platform Facebook which form 

the two most popular social media websites in the country (BBC News, 2017). 

That the social network Instagram is not mentioned by the BBC comes as a 

surprise as it is seen as the fasted growing network in Moldova with its 440,000 

users in 2018 (Media Azi, 2018). Moldovan politicians are using this platform too. 

President Igor Dodon, for instance, currently has around 48,800 followers and 

posts bilingually in Romanian and Russian (Dodon, 2019). Gagauzia’s Başkan 

Irina Vlah shares her political activities with about 18,000 followers using Russian 

captions but an English biographical text (Vlah, 2019). The Prime Minister Pavel 

Filip is not to be found on Instagram but the Moldovan government keeps up an 

Instagram account with a little more than 500 followers and posts mostly in 

Romanian (Guvernul Republicii Moldova, 2019). The account of Wadim 

Krasnoselski, the president of Transnistria, appears to be largely inactive since 

                                                                                                                                 
32 Screenshots of the different city websites can be found in Annex II.  
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2016 and has about 50 followers. Russian was the language of all three posts. 

(Красносельский, 2019) Especially the live footage produced in Instagram 

stories (little videos which are only visible on a member’s profile for 24 hours after 

posting it) would be interesting regarding language use. Especially because this 

is another aspect were formal and informal language support potentially blur with 

government officials who decide to follow official language policies in their social 

media output or not whereas the domain of social media appears as an informal 

domain at first.  

 Another stake-holder in the sphere of informal language support is that of 

companies and industry. How varieties are used by these stake-holders may 

potentially increase or decrease the vitality of a variety. This may on the one 

hand be regulated by regional law or on the other hand through corporate design 

schemes by national or even international actors or local private actors. 

According to Mathew Ciscel, Chişinău regional law requires businesses to display 

their name in Latin script, only descriptions are permitted to be in both in Latin 

and Cyrillic script, i.e. Russian. Nevertheless, the author describes an apparent 

reluctance on the part of the Chişinău business community to follow these rules. 

(2008, pp. 385–386) It would be of great interest to learn about national corporate 

design schemes of multinational actors and which language are used in 

workplaces around the country. This might even include a study of the written 

languages in workplaces, investigating which language is found on warning/ 

informational signs, administrative forms and internal communication. 

 Another important factor of informal institutional support is that of religion. 

Most of RM’s population (96,8%) consider themselves as Eastern Orthodox 

Christians (Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2017a). The 

diverse autocephalies of (South) Eastern Europe reflect the political importance 

which is accredited to the independence of metropolises, based mostly on 

national borders. Maybe this is the reason why the Moldovan census fails to 

mention that there are two orthodox churches which claim hegemony for the 

territory of RM: The Orthodox Church of Bessarabia which is part of the 

Romanian Orthodox Church and that of the Moldovan Orthodox Church which is 

part of the Moscow patriarchy. However, it is reported that the language which is 

used in the different churches depends on the local majority language (Heintz, 

2012, p. 558). Next to the afore mentioned orthodox churches other Christian 

denominations are stated in the 2014 census: Baptists, Jehovah’s Witnesses, 

Pentecostals and Seventh-day Adventists each make up 1% or less. (Biroul 
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Național de Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2017a) Both orthodox churches 

present their own historiography and historical claim on the Moldovan Orthodox 

congregations. The Orthodox Church of Bessarabia was re-established in 1992 

as part of the Metropolis of Bessarabia (Mitropolia Basarabei) based on its initial 

foundation in 1925 (during the interwar period of Greater Romania) (Mitropolia 

Chișinăului și a întregii Moldove, 2017). Whereas the Moldovan Orthodox church 

grounds its work in RM on its establishment during the time of the Russian 

Empire in 1813 (Patriarchia.ru, 2019). The special role of the orthodox church is 

repeatedly stressed by state officials who regularly present themselves with 

members of the clergy. Igor Dodon, for instance, only met with Moscow’s 

Patriarch Kiril in October 2018 (Patriarchia.ru, 2018).  

Hence, this brief outline of both formal and informal institutional support factors 

reveals the multi-layered nature of factors which may be considered when looking 

at institutional support. In many ways the product of the demographic factor and 

the institutional support factors is that of status which is discussed in the following 

section. 

2.2.3 Status 

The status a of a linguistic group in intergroup settings may be measured against 

that of other groups in terms of economic, social, sociohistorical, and language 

status factors (Smith et al., 2017, p. 8). As is apparent through these very wide 

social categories, status factors overlap with other factors of OV.  

 It is proposed that the if a linguistic group has a higher economic status the 

vitality of their language is higher as well. Since census data which links L1 or 

ethnicity to categories such as income or property are not available, more implicit 

categories need to be factored in. Formal institutional factors, for instance, imply 

that in order to be employed as a civil servant – a position which typically pays 

well and provides a relatively safe income – one should know Romanian and 

Russian. Other minority languages do not seem to be prominent in public 

administration. In an economy which relies as heavily on remittances as that of 

RM, the factor of migration may also play into economic status. With about half of 

the migrated population living and working in the Russian Federation, this factor 

contributes to the vitality of Russian. Russian is also reported as the language of 

communication among the majority of the Moldovan business community (Prina, 

2013, p. 7). Though an investigation into the language use of Moldova’s oligarchs 
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would be of interest in this context33. Additionally, the divide between rural and 

urban income contributes to a relatively high vitality of Russian: In 2017, the 

average income per person per month was 2,671 MDL (138, 51 EUR) in urban 

areas and 1,917 MDL (99,41 EUR34) in rural zones (Biroul Național de Statistică 

al Republicii Moldova, 2018b, p. 33). Considering the vitality of Russian in urban 

centres this divide may thus contribute to the persistent vitality of Russian. 

 The category of social status rather applies in societies such as the Indian 

caste system or societies where one language or register is clearly associated 

with a certain social group. (Smith et al., 2017, p. 8) In RM a similar division does 

currently not seem to be given which is why it will not be discussed here. 

 Sociohistorical status may contribute to the vitality of a language as well. A 

well-known example is that of Latin in Europe. While it had not been used as a 

spoken language for a long time it was still studied in schools and universities 

due to its high status inside and outside of the community. (Meyerhoff, 2011, 

p. 114) Looking at the history of RM it may be concluded that Russian scores 

quite high in the category of sociohistorical status as well. As it has played an 

important role in culture and education during the Russian Empire and during 

Soviet times. However, the factor of ingroup and outgroup status are where the 

lines between OV and SV (subjective vitality) begin to fade. As how a group 

views itself and how a group is seen by another group may significantly influence 

the SV of a group and its language maintenance or language shift. On top of that, 

measures of ingroup and outgroup prestige are difficult to evaluate along the 

lines of top-down sources, such as census data. However, according to interview 

statements by the former Başkan of Gagauzia, Mihail Formuzal, minority 

language speakers feel disadvantaged in being hired for administrative positions 

(Kosienkowsi & Schreiber, 2014, p. 13). Nevertheless, the institutional status of 

Romanian is apparent to the politician too who supported the Romanian teaching 

programmes for Gagauzian civil servants in another interview (Kahl, 2015, 

p. 157). Similarly, voices from the Bulgarian region Taraclia feel financially 

disadvantaged by the central government but the reasons seem to be seen as 

based on political party membership rather than on linguistic or even ethnic 

grounds. (Kosienkowsi & Schreiber, 2014, p. 12) 

                                                
33 The international anti-corruption NGO Transparency International places RM on rank 
103 out of 168 countries. Which implies “a widespread problem with perceptions of public 
sector corruption” Transparency International Moldova, 2018. 
34 Calculated with a conversion rate of 1 EUR to 19.34 MDL.  
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 Reviewing the different factors of the OV status variable perhaps best reveals 

the transformations of the linguistic market35 of RM and why Russian is 

continuously playing an important role in the linguistic situation despite immense 

institutional support for Romanian. It particularly exemplifies the economic 

dimensions of language use; or to put it in Pavlenko’s (2008, p. 301) words: 

“Russian remains the language of a major political, military, and economic 

superpower of the geopolitical region, its [in this case Moldova’s] main energy 

supplier, and an important cultural, informational and academic center.” 

2.3 Post-Soviet Language Policies, their Perception, and the New Role of the 

English Language 

The previous sections already alluded to post-Soviet state language policies 

which are summed up more systematically in this chapter. After that, their 

perceptions and examples for their implementation are introduced and the 

controversial role of English in a globalized world will be briefly addressed. 

Pavlenko (2008, p. 302) summarises the language policies of the post-Soviet 

states with two stages: the first century was shaped by nativist titularisation 

policies which highly supported the language of the titular nation in relation to 

Russian. The second century was characterized by a phase of re-establishing a 

connection with the former lingua franca, Russian. This first phase may be 

exemplified by the laws which required state-employees to learn Romanian until 

1994, the fact that Romanian became a mandatory in schools and the changing 

from the Cyrillic script to the Latin script. (Ciscel, 2008, p. 380) The second phase 

is heavily influenced by the politics of (post-)communists and may be exemplified 

by the efforts to promote Russian as a second national language alongside 

Romanian and the controversies surrounding the name of the state-language. In 

fact, these were that pronounced that the former President Vladimir Voronin 

insisted on the translation of a contract with neighbouring Romania into 

Moldovan. (Ciscel, 2010, pp. 25–26) Regarding the current status of Russian, 

Pavlenko places RM in one category with Central Asian countries as it has 

remained such an important means of communication both inside of the countries 

and in relation to migration. The Baltic states are said to be most successful in 

restoring the use of the titular language on all levels. The author sees the 

reasons for this rooted in the historically stable national sense of identity which 

new legislations could built on, partly due to (short-lived) pre-Soviet distinct 

nation-states in the same borders. (Pavlenko, 2008, pp. 286–292) Ciscel 

                                                
35 The idea that the value of a language or variety (linguistic capital) is measured 
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identifies similar status problems for Romanian in Moldova when attesting that 

there is “a high degree of uncertainty and contention about the identity of the 

majority language” (Ciscel, 2008, 373/ yearonly), basing this uncertainty 

especially on a lack of legitimacy by means of a common history (2008, p. 378). 

The issue of Moldovan national identity has been subject to a number of 

publications, such as (King, 1994), (King, 2003), (Heintz, 2005), (Knott, 2015), 

and (Huma, 2016), over the past decades. However, they shall not be outlined in 

greater detail in this overview. The following paragraph rather introduces how the 

different language policies were perceived and the different narratives 

surrounding them. 

 Language politics in post-independence RM are closely linked with the 

different narratives and political implications which revolve around language 

choice. Klaus Bochmann allows for a more bottom-up view of language policies 

and distinguishes six different discourse types in this context: the purist 

discourse, the citizen’s discourse, the modernization discourse, the humanist-

universalist/ enlightened-cosmopolitical discourse, the victim(izing) discourse, 

and the traditionalist discourse36. The first discourse type (purist) is connected to 

the pan-Romanian movement which upholds Bucharest Romanian as the 

hegemonic “purest” variety of Romanian. This group typically disapproves of 

Moldovan Romanian features, such as the Russian loanwords and the distinct 

pronunciation. The citizen’s discourse is linked to a tendency which favours the 

term Moldovan over Romanian and is attached to the persistence of a Moldovan 

state. This discourse type is mostly inclusive towards minorities in RM as well. 

The practical use of being Romanian-Russian bilingual and language learning in 

general is emphasized by the modernization discourse. The humanist-

universalist/ enlightened-cosmopolitical discourse is exemplified through a 

philosophically-literary educated class which supports anti-nationalist humanist 

world views and therefore wishes to grant every linguistic group a right of its own. 

The victim(izing) discourse type is often found in Romanian-speaking parts of the 

population which underline a perceived systematic marginalization of the 

Romanian-speaking population during MSSR times. The traditionalist discourse 

type might be located between the first (purist) and second (citizen’s) discourse 

types as it accentuates the special quality of Moldovan Romanian as the base for 

present day Romanian culture. (Erfurt, 2012, pp. 627–628) Continuing 

                                                                                                                                 
relatively against a standard variety or language. Meyerhoff, 2011, p. 311 
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Bochmann’s discursive approach, Alexandra Şarov focused in an interview study 

on a Moldovan village and how the different narratives correspond with 

Bochmann’s categories. As a result, Bochmann’s sixth category, the traditionalist 

discourse, was divided into that of the Romanianist and the Moldovanist 

discourse and the discourse of aesthetics and beauty of the language was added 

as seventh category. This category was filled by a teacher who aimed at giving 

their students a sense of beauty for language, whether its Russian or Romanian. 

(Şarov, 2008, pp. 265–267) A tangible representation of the Romanianist 

discourse may be found in Pushkin Park at the centre of Chişinău where the “Ally 

of Classics” shows busks of the most well-known Romanian authors. And outside 

of the National Museum of History a statue of the Capitoline Wolf was re-erected. 

(Weirich, 2015, p. 112) This type of statue is found in many Romanian cities as 

well and it acts as a representation of the immanent pre-historic connection 

between the Romans and the Romanians, empathising the Romance nature of 

the Romanian language, setting it aside from its Slavic speaking neighbours and 

connecting it to other Central European Romance languages and cultures. 

(Drace-Francis, 2013, pp. 187–190)  

 Amidst the controversies revolving around the role of Romanian, Russian, and 

the various minority languages in RM, English becomes increasingly important. 

Telling evidence for this is delivered through the number of students who decide 

to learn English as foreign language at school (cf. chapter 2.2.2 Institutional 

Support) and the fact that English is becoming a wide-spread scholarly lingua 

franca. In a way the current thesis itself and the fact that it leans heavily on 

English publications may be placed in the context of the internationally growing 

number of academic English language publishing as well (Lillis, 2013, p. 2). Other 

more global examples may be found in the realm of international politics 

(Phillipson & Skutnabb-Kangas, 1996, pp. 429–430). Different answers were 

found by different countries to the new posed challenges: while the per se 

multilingual city state Singapore promoted English to main medium of instruction 

in education, Scandinavian countries counter-acted the increased use of English 

at their institutions of higher education by requiring their staff and graduates to be 

at least bilingual (Chapelle, 2012, p. 5). Because of the expansion of the English 

use and the economic driving forces of a globalizing world which are associated 

with it, the term “linguistic imperialism” has been introduced to describe this 

                                                                                                                                 
36 Terms translated from the German terms: puristischer Diskurs, staatsbürgerlicher 
Diskurs, Modernisierungsdiskurs, humanistisch-universalistisch/ aufklärungs-
kosmopolitischer Diskurs, Opferdiskurs and traditionalistischer Diskurs. 
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global linguistic hegemony (Phillipson, 2006, p. 350). Some scholars, such as 

Skutnabb-Kangans, have therefore called for the establishment of Linguistic 

Human Rights. (Skutnabb-Kangas, Phillipson, & Rannut, 2010, pp. 1–5) 

However, how the undeniable global trend of the expansion of English will further 

influence the Moldovan linguistic market in relation to the role of Russian is 

disputable. Perhaps this will form one of the driving forces of the third post-

independence decade.  
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3. Linguistic Landscape Theory 

For the current thesis and its results, the theoretical framework of linguistic 

landscape (LL) theory is crucial. In this chapter, therefore, an overview on how 

this theory developed over the years, the different turns it took, and critique of the 

original theory are presented. This theoretical perspective is divided into two 

sections, the first dealing with what is commonly associated with a first wave of 

LL theory and studies, the second revolving around alterations and alternative 

approaches to the original LL frameworks. 

3.1 The First Wave of Linguistic Landscape Studies 

While the term “linguistic landscape” has been applied with different 

connotations, ranging from the field of variational linguistics to language 

geography (Gorter, 2006, pp. 1–2), LL as referred to in the current study was first 

introduced by Landry and Bourhis (1997) forming an extension of their work on 

concepts of ethnolinguistic vitality. While later expanded, elaborated, and altered 

(Ehala, 2015), the original definition of ethnolinguistic vitality (EV) (cf. chapter 2.2 

Minority Languages in RM in Terms of Objective Ethnolinguistic Vitality) for more 

information on EV) given by Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor is the following: 

 “the vitality of an ethno-linguistic group is that which makes a group likely 

to behave as a distinctive and active collective entity in inter-group 

situations” (Ehala, 2015, p. 1).  

Part of these “inter-group situations” is the signage in public spaces, i.e. the 

written language on display in these spaces, which constitute the basis for most 

LL research. The authors specify the subject of LL research as follows: 

“The language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, 

place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government 

buildings combines to form the linguistic landscape of a given territory, 

region, or urban agglomeration.” (Landry & Bourhis, 1997, p. 25) 

They, moreover, suggest that the “salience and visibility” of the (different) 

languages utilized on the signs may serve as indicators for “relative power and 

status” of the different (linguistic) groups in multilingual settings (Landry 

& Bourhis, 1997, p. 23). Linking this presumption with EV theory37, a language’s 

presence or absence in the signage of the public sphere will consequently 

influence a language’s score regarding aspects of objective EV. On top of that, it 

                                                
37 For a more detailed introduction to EV theory cf. chapter 2.2 Minority Languages in RM 
in Terms of Objective Ethnolinguistic Vitality. 
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is likely to play a role in a community’s perceived status, i.e. its subjective EV. 

(Spolsky, 2009, p. 26)  

 Therefore, Landry and Bourhis argue that the LL always serves a dual 

function: on the one hand a symbolic function and on the other hand an 

informative function. In the sense of the informative function the use of a 

language indicates that, for instance, a customer may use the language of the 

signage when making a purchase. The symbolic function, however, may carry 

more abstract meanings related to social power structures which was termed by 

scholars in different ways: Blommaert calls the public sphere “an instrument of 

power, discipline, and regulation” (2014, p.4) a view that is shared by Malinowski 

who refers to the LL as both a symbol and “instrument of cultural power” (2009, 

pp. 108–109). These assumptions may be interpreted when looking at EV 

factors. More precisely, the choice of one language over the other(s) in public 

signage may show which language(s) possess(es) a high or low status. 

Additionally, perceiving or not perceiving one’s own first language on a regular 

basis in the public domain may contribute to a sense of belonging to a social in- 

or out-group. Building on the idea that a sense of belonging to a group of society 

due to visibility of one’s own language in the public sphere formed the footing for 

Sachdev and Bourhis’ (1987, p. 277) conclusion that the in-group/out-group effect 

in connection to public signage is more present within language communities for 

which their own language is a key factor in their construction of identity. 

 The definition of LL which was given above has been widely cited and made 

use of by scholars in various multilingual settings (e.g. Ben-Rafael, Shohamy, 

Amara, & Trumper-Hecht, 2006 but also Cenoz & Gorter, 2006a, Shang & Guo, 

2017, Akindele, 2011) and fall into what Kelleher (2017, p. 338) (in reference to 

Blommaert, 2016b) coins as the “first wave”38 of LL studies.  

 While Landry and Bourhis developed their theories during their studies of the 

multilingual environment of Quebec in Canada, LL studies have been conducted 

in many places around the world. These studies mainly explore the signage in 

urban settings and their central commercial areas, often looking into quantitative 

aspects of language use. Core aspects of theses analyses are research 

questions such as: Which languages are used and in which combination can they 

be found? Who is the author of a sign? Is this author a public entity (top-down 

signs) or a private person (bottom-up sign39)? To showcase the variety of 

                                                
38Translated from French. The term originally used was “première vague”. 
39As introduced in Ben-Rafael, Shohamy, Amara, & Trumper-Hecht, 2006 
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approaches in LL studies, a selection of LL studies and their approaches to LL 

theory is presented in the section below. 

 A widely example for this type of analysis is Backhaus’ (2006) and (2008) 

study on multilingualism in Tokyo where the scholar explored the nature of signs 

surrounding the metropole’s metro stations and explored the visibility of the 

Korean as well as the Chinese minority. Similarly, Akindele (2011) investigated 

public signage in Gaborone, Botswana. After collecting data at locations of public 

transport as well as at a shopping mall (Akindele, 2011, p. 5) the researcher drew 

conclusions regarding language use and language attitudes (Akindele, 2011, 

p. 10). Approaching LL from a different angle, Coluzzi (2016) focused on the use 

of a specific language, namely Italian, in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The author 

concluded that shop-owners make use of Italian in order to convey a certain 

message to their, for the most part, non-Italian speaking customers since Italian 

“index[es] fashion and food” (Coluzzi, 2016, p. 120). Similarly, Nikolaou (2017) 

uncovered the prominent role of English in the - other than Malaysia - nominally 

monolingual setting of Athens, Greece. The scholar concluded that English was 

used to evoke connotations of modernity and sophistication with the proposed 

customers (Nikolaou, 2017, p. 162). These studies, therefore, add an interesting 

layer to the symbolic function of LL away from a particular language community’s 

OV which Landry and Bourhis described in their 1997 paper (Landry & Bourhis, 

p. 27). In his 2015 dissertation, Stoltmann, in turn, compared the LLs of the two 

German cities Rostock and Kiel exploring the signage in central streets of two 

migrant parts of town, contrasting the use of German, international majority 

languages, regional varieties of German, and migrant languages, such as 

Turkish. On top of that, the scholar was interested in whether a city in the former 

East differed from a city in the former West of Germany regarding its LL. 

(Stoltmann, 2015, pp. 254–276) Two cities actually located in two different nation 

states, namely San Sebastian in Spain and Leeuwarden in The Netherlands, 

were compared by Cenoz and Gorter, who were investigating the presence of the 

regional minority languages Bask and Frisian. (2006b). 

 These examples not only differ in their locations of investigation but also in the 

way that the languages which were investigated could be categorized. While 

Backhaus looked into only local minority languages, Ankindele explored the 

relation of autochthone varieties and colonial languages, Coluzzi was concerned 

with the role of a single local minority language in a highly multilingual city, while 

Nikolaou worked in a quite homogenously monolingual setting, and Cenoz and 
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Gurter as well as Stoltmann focused on the role of unique and non-unique 

minority languages40 in different countries or one and the same country.  

 Reviewing the variety of different settings in which the systematic study of the 

LL has been applied the wide field of potential applications of LL theory becomes 

evident. This is why, the International Journal for Multilingualism dedicated an 

entire issue to the topic of LL in 2006 (Gorter, 2006). A further miscellany 

displaying the multi-layered nature of LL studies is that by Shohami et al. (2010). 

Other works specifically frame the nature of the location which is investigated like 

that of Barni who is focused on multicultural contexts (2008). Gorter et al. in turn 

emphasize the research on minority languages in the LL (2014). In 2015, the first 

issue of the scientific journal “Linguistic Landscape” which is dedicated solely to 

the study of LL was published (Shohamy, 2015). 

 With a highly productive and relatively new field such as that of LL studies 

which attracted scholars from an array of fields and theoretical backgrounds 

almost naturally different interpretations of the original theory as well as criticism 

appear. Therefore, the following section deals with criticism of the first LL studies, 

variations in the methodology, and new theoretical approaches. 

3.2 Critique, Changes, and Developments of LL Studies 

One of the main issues which were frequently critiqued regarding LL research as 

proposed by Landry and Bourhis (1997) was that the picture painted by 

numerically documenting the languages used on signs in the public sphere would 

be too simplified and static when seeking a closer understanding of multilingual 

societies, their language use, and attitudes (Kelleher, 2017), (Ben-Refaʾel, 

Shohamy, & Barni, 2010, xii). This notion of a simplification is foremost on the 

grounds of the position that a solely quantitative approach might render 

shortcomings in the accuracy of the description of complex multilingual situations. 

The case of Italian on shop signs in Singapore may serve as an example for this. 

The symbolic function of LL, may which be interpreted as an indicator for a 

language group’s EV, may have to be extended in the sense of indexing a certain 

life style – perhaps of a different social group (as shown in Coluzzi, 2016 or 

Nikolaou, 2017). In other words, the use of Italian on shop signs in Singapore 

does not necessarily allude to the presence of an Italian language community 

                                                
40 One common way of distinguishing types of minority languages is that of unique, non-
unique, and local-only minority languages. Unique implying that this minority language is 
unique to one region (like Basque), non-unique meaning that a language occurs at 
differed location but always with properties of a minority languages, and local-only 
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with a strong EV but demonstrates, in this case, the globalized associations of 

fashion and food with the Italian language. This example also shows that LL 

theory may have to be adapted according to the type and complexity of the 

linguistic setting. 

 It has, moreover, been critiqued that original LL theory does not account for 

the ever-changing character of the urban spaces as well as the communities that 

it aims to capture (Ben-Refaʾel et al., 2010, xii). Ben Rafael talks about the 

complexity of the “linguistic, social, cultural and political context” (2010, xii) which 

is insufficiently addressed. Again these shortcomings with regard to what might 

be termed as the broader context was often found to be rooted within the nature 

of a mostly quantitative approach. A counterweight to this, which also serves as 

an example for the wider range of theoretical approaches in connection with LL, 

may be found in the concept of “geosemiotics” as introduced by Scollon and 

Scollon (2003). The scholars defined this concept as: “the study of the social 

meaning of the material placement of signs and discourses and our actions in the 

material world” (Scollon & Scollon, 2003, p. 2). They are thereby emphasizing 

that not only the mere presence of a language is to be considered but also 

aspects like how the sign was put up, by whom, when, and who is reading the 

sign at which point in time. For Scollon and Scollon this positioning of a sign/ 

language in the material world forms the foundation of a sign’s indexicality41 

(Scollon & Scollon, 2003, x). Blommaert and Maly deploy this qualitative concept 

and refocus it to the study of LL, calling it “Ethnographic Linguistic Landscape 

Analysis” (ELLA) (Blommaert & Maly, 2014). This concept includes aspects such 

as the historical, demographic, and economic developments of the 

neighbourhood which is investigated, and following its developments over a 

period of time into the LL analysis. They are thus taking into account what they 

call the “three axes” of modes of analysis of a sign: the past, the future, and the 

presence (Blommaert & Maly, 2014, p. 4). 

 Another means which has found frequent application to add a more qualitative 

layer to classical LL studies is that of interviews and surveys in the given 

                                                                                                                                 
representing varieties which hold a minority status in certain context but are majority 
languages in other contexts. Edwards, 1990, p. 140 
41 Sign theory commonly identifies three types of signs: icon, index and symbol. Iconic 
signs those which are very similar to the object which they represent, like a big ice-cream 
cone outside of an ice-cream shop. Indexical signs point towards a certain deduction 
which is to some extent independent of the interpreter, like an arrow with the name of a 
city on it to point into the direction of the city. Symbolic signs depend on habitualised 
cultural competence of the reader, like the fact that the letter “P” on a sign indicates a 
parking zone in Germany. Ponzio, 2006, pp. 596–597 
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research area. Examples for this may be found among the studies which were 

introduced above. Stoltman, for instance, interviewed 80 passers-by following a 

standardized questionnaire to investigate the perception of the LL in question 

(Stoltmann, 2015, 15/ yearonly), as suggested by Garvin’s investigation of 

Memphis, Tennessee (2010). One of the results was that the comparisons of the 

actual (by numbers) LL and the perceived LL were largely congruent (Stoltmann, 

2015, p. 232). As part of their research in Botswana, Akindele conducted 20 

interviews with shop owners in order to gain insights into the creation of their 

shop names and signs (2011, p. 6). In Kuala Lumpur, Coluzzi briefly enquired at 

the staff present at the shop about the provenance of the shop and its name and 

additionally addressed individuals leaving the store. The questions included the 

customers’ motives for choosing this specific outlet and whether they knew which 

language the shop’s name was in. (Coluzzi, 2016, p. 111) This small sample of 

studies, hence, showcase four different target groups for interviews with respect 

to an area’s LL: passers-by, shop personnel, shop owners, and customers. Not 

only were these interviews aiming at different target groups, they were also 

following different objectives. Next to targeting the persisting question of if and 

how the general public perceive the characteristics of the LL and how the LL 

possibly influences their decision-making, the interviewers also investigated the 

shop-owner’s language choice for their signs. The latter raises another widely 

discussed question: to which degree does a shop keeper hold agency in 

choosing a certain sign design? Specifically, who is the author of a sign? 

 The object of interest concerning authorship of public signage is that of the 

driving forces behind a language’s presence or absence. Knowing about these 

driving forces behind sign design may in turn be essential for the interpretation of 

the results of an LL analysis. In other words, the meaning and intent which we 

attribute to the signs’ authors lies at the core of which conclusions we draw from 

the documented LL. In his article on the topic Malinowski outlines three possible 

underlying motivations for authors of a sign: firstly, the different linguistic group’s 

power relations might be reflected in the LL and therefore also on the signs (in 

reference to Bourdieu), secondly, the influence of the performance of the self 

which could leave traces of the communities’ identity markers in the LL (referring 

to Goffman’s performance theory), and thirdly, the shop keepers’ attempt to 

appeal to their supposed customers (drawing on Boudon) (2009, pp. 108–109). 

Thus, social theory gives different indications for the driving forces as well as the 

level of agency which the author has over, e.g. the presence of a language on a 
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sign. The commonly applied distinction between “bottom-up” (private) and “top-

down” (public) signs, however, implicitly suggests a greater freedom with regard 

to designs on the part of the “bottom-up” signs’ authors because they are seen as 

less likely to be subject to stricter (governmental) language policies, as Cenoz 

and Gorter observed (Cenoz & Gorter, 2006b, p. 68). In order to gain case study-

based evidence for the proposed scenarios Malinowski, like Coluzzi in the 

example above, interviewed shop keepers in Oakland, California, in a 

neighbourhood with a larger Korean migrant population, and asked about their 

objectives for choosing the design of their sign. The interviewees gave different 

reasons such as that the signs were already put up by the previous owner, that 

they were part of the corporate identity of a franchise or that they would use 

Korean in order to make the shop identifiable as an outlet for Korean products. 

These answers could not/cannot render any universal underlying forces for code 

choices but the author wished to encourage more anthropology-based 

approaches which add more qualitative aspects to LL research (Malinowski, 

2009, pp. 123–124). It is, however, on another page whether these interviews, 

conducted in a not per se multilingual environment, are able to give indications 

for the multilingual Moldovan context which is investigated in the current study. 

  In RM the matter of authorship has only been sparsely investigated, much 

less by means of systematically conducted interviews. Nevertheless, Muth 

reported on attempts to communicate with the sales assistant of a shop with only 

Romanian signage and found a rather competent speaker of Russian (2013, 

p. 160). The scholar also implies that the authors of a certain signage might have 

different target groups in mind when designing their advertisement and noted that 

signs advertising holidays in Romania were largely monolingually in Romanian 

while those advertising destinations in Ukraine were monolingually in Russian 

(Muth, 2013, pp. 140–141). While these observations do not give conclusive 

answers to the question of how the signage came into being, it is a reminder of 

the fact that in RM, too, language choice in the signage does not necessarily 

reflect the language competence of the people associated with it. In other words, 

the shop and the role of the supposed addressee should be considered when 

analysing the LL of a given area. 

 The question of what forms an individual item of investigation and how to 

weigh the codes found in the items or - simply put, ‘what to and how to count’ - 

forms another methodological point of controversy. On the surface this aspect 

touches upon purely technical issues of data gathering but this matter is also 
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deeply intertwined with the different theoretical approaches to LL theory. 

Therefore, different scholars have found different responses to the matter of 

‘what to count’, i.e. what constitutes an entity of analysis: while Backhaus counts 

every sign in a given area (2015, p. 95), others followed the example of Cenoz 

and Gorter who proposed each shop front as the unit of investigation (i.e. all 

written language belonging to a single shop) (Stoltmann, 2015, p. 117). Coming 

back to the notion that the relative prominence of a language may be associated 

with the power relations of the different language groups within a society (Landry 

& Bourhis, 1997, p. 26), it also becomes crucial ‘how to count’ the samples one 

has collected. Some scholars (Akindele, 2011, p. 10) have looked at the numeric 

distribution of languages which could be found on the signs, dividing them, for 

instance, into monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual signs and calculated which 

languages occurred in which combination and at which frequency in order to 

determine a language’s relative dominance over the other(s). Others applied 

different schemes of evaluating the distribution of codes on the signs themselves 

in order to determine aspects of salience and power structures. Scollon and 

Scollon, for example, claim that there is a hierarchy between the code found on a 

sign: the top, the centre, and the left hand side of a sign is said to hold the 

dominant code, while the marginalized code is found at the bottom, on the right 

hand side, or on the margins of a sign. (2003, p. 120). It remains to be 

questioned, however, if the spatial hierarchies found by Scollon and Scollon may 

be upheld throughout different writing systems. Like Backhaus, they, moreover, 

take the relative size of the characters in consideration to determine a hierarchy 

between the languages used in the signage (Malinowski, 2009, p. 109).  

 The ‘what to count’ question has in recent years lead to an expansion of the 

objects of research themselves. Away from store fronts in shopping streets 

scholars have started investigating other surfaces and objects, too. Peck and 

Stroud, for instance, investigated the human body as part of the LL, more 

precisely tattoos in Cape Town, South Africa, the first issue of the Linguistic 

Landscape Journal (Shohamy & Ben-Rafael, 2015, p. 5). A study focused on the 

LL presented on a sample of international postcards was produced by Adam 

Jaworski (2010). To have a more complete grasp of the LL researchers have, 

however, also started including the sounds which may be found at the research 

location of the classical LL study, as has been done in the quarter of St. Georg in 

Hamburg, Germany (Pappenhagen, Scarvaglieri, & Redder, 2016). Another 

interesting perspective was taken by Ivkovic and Lotherington who looked into 

virtual LLs and multilingualism (2009). A field which may yield many new insights 
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into language use in a multilingual setting also because of the 

interconnectedness of the online and the offline world, as Blommaert vividly 

shows in his blogpost on graffiti and the online sphere (2016a). 

 Hence, the field of LL studies has been investigated drawing on methods and 

theories from many different disciplines, producing studies ranging from 

quantitative and qualitative to attempts to combine both paradigms. Scholars 

have investigated various linguistic situations at many parts of the world, both 

online and offline, with the ambition to deduce larger social meanings from the 

fluid complex that is the LL. In the following chapter, a fitting methodological 

frame for the linguistic situation of Moldova shall be proposed and 

operationalized. 
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4. Current State of Research and Research Questions 

Due to the niche nature of the topic scientific literature specifically targeting the 

LL of RM is sparse. However, after reviewing the current state of research 

literature in this section, the research questions of the current study will be 

introduced in the next section. 

 The only studies using LL methodologies which focus specifically on the LL in 

Moldova were produced by Muth. The data which forms the basis for the authors 

book and articles seem to have been gathered in the context of a dissertation 

project in 2009 and 2010. At the core of the investigations is language use in 

public signage in Chişinău and Tiraspol and a mixed-methods approach of 

quantitative and qualitative analysis. The dissertation project which was 

published in 2012 aims at comparing the LLs of the capitals of two former Soviet 

states, namely Vilnius and Chişinău. In Chişinău Muth collected almost 1000 

items in total at two locations: in the centre and in the quarter Botanica. The data 

analysis consisted of a quantitative part where language use on formal and 

informal signs was documented and a qualitative ethnographic-discursive 

analysis where selected signs were more closely interpreted. For the quantitative 

analysis of the signage in Chişinău the signs were grouped into formal and 

informal signage. Formal signs included billboards, banners, shop signs, signs on 

public institutional and official signage. Informal signs consisted of placards, 

posters, transgressive texts, political propaganda, graffiti, and alterations in the 

LL. (Muth, 2013, p. 39) Results of the quantitative analysis showed that 

Romanian was the dominant language in the category of formal signs at both 

research locations, whereas Russian and Romanian was the most frequently 

used language on informal signs (Muth, 2013, p. 122). Muth deducts from the 

increased use of Russian on informal signage that Russian is in fact “a language 

of wider communication in urban Chişinău” (2013, p. 123) since informal signage 

is interpreted as closest to spoken language use, which in turn may point towards 

a presumed Russian-Romanian bilingualism amongst the target audience. 

Further results provide insights into the topics which covered on the signs which 

were investigated and how they are related to language use. These results 

appear to be based on a qualitative data analysis since no quantitative data for 

the following observations is given. Romanian was mostly used in formal signs by 

multinational companies with the occasional combination with indexical use of 

English. Similarly, cafés and restaurants are found to use foreign languages to 

convey a certain life style. The addressing of particular target groups is another 

factor which influences language choice, according to Muth. Examples for this 
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are found in holiday advertisements and job opportunities which were advertised 

depending on the destination. Holidays to countries West of Moldova were found 

to be advertised in Romanian whereas Russian was used to advertise holidays 

East of the country. (Muth, 2013, pp. 122–125) In the ethnographic-discursive 

analysis Muth concludes that Russian possess a high status and prestige, 

possibly due to a lack of stabile national identity concepts in Moldova. The latter 

aspect especially in relation to language policies in Lithuania. (Muth, 2013, 

pp. 239–240)  

 Muth devoted another publication to the signage in Chişinău, specifically the 

informal signage of four different parts of Chişinău (Centru, Rîşcani, Botania, 

Ciocana). 750 signs surveyed in 2009 and 744 surveyed in 2010, formed the 

basis for the investigation. (Muth, 2014a, pp. 36–37) Again the signs were 

quantitively broken down into the languages which were used, and selected 

signage was singled out for an ethnographic analysis. The findings of these 

analyses are consistent with the results from 2012: Russian is actively and more 

widely used in Chişinău than public language policies and census data suggest. 

Compared to other post-Soviet countries the titularisation efforts have largely 

failed and RM is therefore rather comparable to countries in Central Asia where 

Russian has not suffered a domain loss either. (Muth, 2014a, pp. 51–52) 

Similarly, Muth investigated the LL of Tiraspol, the capital of the de facto state 

Transnistria. The sample from Transnistria consisted of 295 signs which were 

surveyed in 2010. This time all signs visible on the main 25th October street were 

collected. Numerically Russian was by far the dominating language, sometimes 

in combination with other languages, mostly English. (Muth, 2014b, pp. 32–33) 

This finding was supported by the discursive analysis of a number of signs which 

were selected by the author. Romanian as well as minority languages are found 

to be almost invisible in Tiraspol’s LL which is partly explained by the 

demographic structure and the history of Transnistria. The Ukrainian minority of 

the region is mostly Russian-speaking and the Soviet led industrialization was 

centred in Transnistria. Political motives for the promotion of Russian include the 

distinct orientation towards the Russian Federation and in this way away from the 

neighbouring countries’ titularization efforts. (Muth, 2014b, p. 44) 

 Similar to Muth’s discursive approach Ciscel shows two symbolic images for 

the language use in the public sphere in Moldova in the 2008 paper on education 

in Moldova. Although the author does not call it a LL analysis, valuable 

information on signage in the public sphere in RM is given. The scholar points out 
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that Russian is still widely used in Chişinău despite language policies which are 

favouring the use of Latin script. It is proposed that some Russian-speaking 

shop-owner use English instead of Romanian in order to fulfil the law that shop 

names should be in Latin script. It is, moreover, proposed that the combination of 

Russian and English in general is more often to be found in Moldova than other 

combinations, partly due to the languages’ high prestige. (Ciscel, 2008, pp. 385–

386) 

 The current thesis aims at identifying patterns of language use in Moldova’s 

LL while following up on Muth’s and Ciscel’s findings at the same time. One 

important part of this will be to quantitatively investigate the scholars’ qualitative 

observations. The research questions which shall form the guideline for the 

current study are collected and introduced below.  

4.1 Research Questions 

At core of the current research lie two over-arching research questions: How 

successfully are language policies implemented regarding writing in the 

public sphere? And is linguistic diversity, as presented by census data, 

mirrored in the signage of the public sphere? 

 In order to answer these very complex multi-layered questions, the following 

more specific research questions which shall be answered by means of a 

linguistic landscape analysis, were posed: 

1) Which languages are in which proportion present in the public space at the 

research locations? 

a) Are local minority languages visible in the public sphere of the different 

research locations? 

2) In which quality are these languages present, i.e. are they found 

monolingually, bi-/multilingually, non-equivalent bi-or multilingually? 

3) Do different authors (top-down, (inter-)national bottom-up, local bottom- up) 

use different languages in their signage? 

4) Are certain languages relatively more visibly and more durably present in the 

public sphere than others? 

5) Which languages are used when informing on a certain topic, i.e. is it possible 

to link certain languages to indexing certain topics? 

How these research questions were operationalized and what their outcomes 

may imply for the two over-arching research questions is outlined in the next 

chapter. 
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5. Methodology 

The Methodology of a linguistic landscape study (LL) will be applied for the 

current research. In view of the controversies surrounding LL theory, as 

described above (cf. chapter 3.Linguistic Landscape Theory), it appears 

necessary to first determine whether to follow a quantitative or qualitative based 

approach. Keeping in mind the limited scope of the current project it was decided 

upon that only quantitative approach will be used for this project. This shall 

facilitate the covering of a bigger research area within the limited time frame 

which was available for the current thesis. However, the categories of analysis 

are based on Muth’s and Ciscel’s qualitative observations in RM as presented 

above (cf. chapter 4. Current research and Research Questions). The current 

modes of analysis, including these valuable contributions of qualitative studies 

hence aims at capturing a very detailed image of the LL at the different locations 

despite the limitations of solely numeric analyses.  

5.1 Research Design and Data Categorization 

As shown above, even the very conceptualization of LL has been subject to 

discussions. It is therefore necessary to first state which will be viewed to 

constitute the LL in this undertaking. Firstly, the basic definition given by Landry 

and Bourhis (1997, p. 25) will be used, who consider “the language of public road 

signs, advertising billboards, street names, place names, commercial shop signs, 

and public signs on government buildings” as the basis of the LL in a research 

area. Secondly, the categories of “posters, stickers, and graffiti” were added to 

this enumeration of possible carriers of written language in the public sphere. 

 While the list above is widely agreed upon, with the exception of different 

additions and alterations, the field of LL studies is yet to develop one generally 

accepted approach to the question of what is considered to be the basic entity of 

investigation in LL studies. For the current study, however, Backhaus’ approach 

will be applied, which considered every single sign present in a certain area 

individually (Stoltmann, 2015, p. 95) as the basic unit of investigation. Other 

studies, for instance, based their investigations on entire store-fronts as the 

smallest single entities of analysis like (Cenoz & Gorter, 2006b). But since it 

poses some difficulties to differentiate one shop/ stall from another in our specific 

context the latter approach was dismissed for the current study. Hence, different 

contexts might call for different modes of analysis, that is what may be 

appropriate for a rather orderly Frisian high street does not seem fitting for the 
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lively and diverse central market of Chişinău where it poses difficulties to tell one 

shop/stall from another. 

 As a first step in the analysis and to answer research question 1) and 1) a, it 

will be systematically assessed which languages are to be found on the collected 

signs. This will allow for a systematic analysis of possible patterns of language 

use in the public signage at the research location. The assessment shall be 

twofold: on the one hand side there will be a simple count of the languages and 

their combinations (e.g. Romanian/Russian) on the other hand side a weighted 

count based on an EV score scale will be employed. This score system and how 

it differs from a more generalized count will be explained in greater length in the 

next paragraphs. 

 The “simple count” solely lists the languages as they were found on the signs 

without taking into account the prominence of the individual languages. This 

might mean, for instance, that if a sign displays all information in Romanian but 

includes one English word such as “sale”, it will automatically counted in the 

same category as a sign which carries the same information in both languages. 

In other words, while this type of count provides a good overview of which 

languages are present in the public sphere it holds only very limited information 

on the relative prominence of the different codes. Since prominence or salience 

are regarded as indicators of social power and prestige of a language in LL 

theory (Landry & Bourhis, 1997, p. 27) a more thorough investigation of these 

patterns of language use appears necessary. 

Therefore, and to answer research question 2), a scale measuring the EV of the 

languages in the public sphere is applied. The score systems is taken from 

Botterman’s thesis on the LL in Ghent who in turn adopted it from Mieke 

Vandenbroucke’s (unpublished) investigation of the LL in Brussels. As part of 

Botterman’s analysis scores were given to the different languages according to 

how they appeared on store fronts (Botterman, 2011, pp. 15–19). However, in the 

current study this scheme will be applied on the level of individual signs as they 

form the research units of this investigation. More precisely, Botterman 

introduces the following system in order to attribute an EV score to the languages 

which are present in the LL: A language will receive the score of 4 only if this one 

language is used on the sign (monolingualism). If two or more languages are 

positioned with equal visibility, all languages will receive the score of 2 and it will 

be considered a case of bi- or multilingualism. If one language is dominant on the 

sign and the other(s) is/are only marginally present, such as if the font is 
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significantly smaller or only part of the information given in the dominant 

language is translated into the marginalized language(s), they term it non-

equivalent bi-or multilingualism and give a score of 3 to the dominant language 

and a score of 1 to the marginalized language(s). In this way, an absolute as well 

a relative EV score may be given for the investigated areas. The relative EV 

score rests on the presumption that in most cases no more than two languages 

are recorded and that the absolute score given per sign does not exceed four. 

(Botterman, 2011, pp. 15–19) These categories, even if less refined, are similar 

to Backhaus’ part-writing categorization which Reh introduced as “Dublicating 

Multilingual Writing, Fragmentary Multilingualism, Overlapping Multilingual Writing 

[, and] Complementary Multilingual Writing” (Stoltmann, 2015, p. 121).  

 In addition to the given criteria the following conditions for cases of 

bilingualism were specified for the current thesis: signs are also counted as a 

case of bilingualism; when the font size is not precisely the same size if the same 

information was given in both languages. That is, font sizes are bound to differ 

because of the length of words in relation to design issues and, in the case of 

Russian and Romanian, the two different alphabets (Cyrillic and Latin) might 

contribute to differently sized fonts. Similarly, no extra indication was made when 

one language was used in the first position in relation to the other language(s). 

An overview of the EV score counting system as applied in the current study is 

provided in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: EV Score System and Conditions 

Case Conditions Score 

monolingualism • Only one language is 
used 

• 4 to dominant 
language 

bi- or 
multilingualism 

• Two or more languages 
are used 

• All information is given in 
all language 

• All language roughly 
displayed in the same 
size 

 

• 2 to all 
languages 
present 

non-equivalent bi-
or multilingualism 

• One language is clearly 
more prominently used 
than the other(s) 

• More information is given 
to one language 
respectively 

• 3 to dominant 
language 

• 1 to 
marginalized 
language(s) 
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 The next category deals with authorship and will give indications for research 

questions 3). To investigate language use of the different authors in the public 

sphere, a distinction between top-down and bottom-up signs is applied, herein 

following the example of (Ben-Rafael, Shohamy, Hasan Amara, & Trumper-

Hecht, 2006), (Du Plessis, 2010), (Akindele, 2011), (Nikolaou, 2017). Specifically, 

it will be distinguished between signs which were created by a public institution 

(e.g. local/ national government bodies) and those which are of private (e.g. 

commercial actors) origin. Landry and Bourhis give the following list of signs that 

may fall under the category of private (bottom-up) signs: 

“[…] commercial signs on storefronts and business institutions (e.g. retail 

stores and banks), commercial advertising on billboards, and advertising 

signs displayed in public transport and on private vehicles.” (1997, p. 26) 

The type of signs that will typically be produced by public (top-down) actors are 

given by the authors as follows: 

“[…] road signs, place names, street names, and inscriptions on 

government buildings including ministries, hospitals, universities, town 

halls, schools, metro stations, and public parks”. (Landry & Bourhis, 1997, 

p. 26) 

It should, however, be find  mention that other scholars have made use of 

different distinctions among the signs to be able to give the most accurate 

interpretation. Muth, for instance, adopted the terminologies of ‘informal’ and 

‘formal’ and defines ‘formal’ signage, as opposed to ‘informal’ signage as “those 

that were installed as part of a formal and politically or economically sanctioned 

discourse” (2013, p. 28). While Calvet differentiated ‘in vitro’ signs from ‘in vivo’ 

signs and Huebner and Backhaus referred to official signage as ‘overt’ and to 

private signage as ‘covert’ (Botterman, 2011, p. 8). Nevertheless, the current 

study will continue using the “classic distinction” between public (top-down) and 

private (top-down) signs with one alternation which is outlined in the following 

paragraph. 

 In order to do the controversies surrounding the topic of authorship and the 

question of agency in sign designs justice (cf. chapter 3.2 Critique, Changes, and 

Developments), it will be analysed whether a private (bottom-up) sign was 

created by a national or multinational corporation as opposed to a local actor, 

referring to them as “(inter-)national bottom-up” and “local bottom-up” 

respectively. This additional category was also added to give further insights on 
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matters such as corporate designs schemes which were suggested by Muth 

(2013, p. 125) and how local public actors adhere to state-led language policies. 

The division which is applied for the current study is similar to that of Pavlenko 

who used the categories of official, commercial, and private for the investigation 

of LL in Kiev, Ukraine (2014, p. 45). However, this scheme is not employed one-

to-one as Pavlenko places a special emphasis on particularly informal/ politically 

charged private sings, such as graffiti, which appear to be less present in the LL 

of the investigated commercial areas in RM. Divisions by shop owner were also 

applied by Cenoz and Gorter in their 2006 study as well as by Ben-Rafael et.al. in 

2006, according to Botterman (Botterman, 2011, p. 20) who uses this distinction 

too.  

 Thus, discerning the categories top-down, (inter-) national bottom-up, and 

local bottom-up not only aims at rendering information on how language policies 

are applied by the different actors but also at showing whether the corporate 

design schemes may be identified. And if this is the case, how they compare with 

the language use of the other actors.  

 To answer research question 4), the signs are grouped by the physical type 

of the sign. In the current study, durability and size of a sign are understood as 

core elements of visibility or salience in the public sphere, which, in turn is 

associated with status and prestige of a language/ the language community. 

(Landry & Bourhis, 1997, p. 27) Therefore, the signs will be split into two groups: 

bigger and more durable, and smaller and less durable. Placards, stickers, 

graffities, and posters will constitute the latter group. Billboards, banners, shop 

signs, street signs, and signage of public institutions will combine to form the 

group of bigger and more durable signage. This grouping is similar to Muth’s 

division between formal and informal signage and allows for a comparison with 

the number given in the scholar’s 2013 study in this respect.  

 For a response to research question 5) all items are divided by which theme 

or topic the writing on them covered. During the examination of the samples the 

following categories emerged as most frequent: food/ drinks, clothing, 

accommodation/ real estate, holidays, jobs, warning/ information, jewellery, 

money exchange, electronics, other services. Connecting the different topics with 

the language use on the corresponding item may provide information on the 

different indexing of certain topics by certain languages. In this way, the 

differences which Muth proposed regarding language use and holiday destination 

and the indexing function of English (Muth, 2013, pp. 122–125) will also be 
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attempted to be verified quantitatively. Additionally, the results of this analysis 

may be compared to other global developments such as the use of Russian in 

the post-Soviet sphere and the rising use of English in a globalized world. 

 All modes of analysis were summarized in Table 6 below. 

Table 6: Overview Modes of Analysis 

Location Language Use Author EV Score Size / Durability  Topic 

Chişinău 

Sec. 

Centru/ 

Sec. 

Botanica, 

Bălți, 

Făleşti 

 

e.g.: Romanian, 

Russian, 

Romanian/ 

Russian, 

Romanian/English 

Top-

down, 

bottom-up 

(inter-

)national, 

bottom-up 

local 

Monolingualism, 

bi- and 

multilingualism, 

non-equivalent 

bi-or 

multilingualism 

• Smaller/ less 

durable: 

placards, 

stickers, 

posters and 

graffities, 

• Bigger/ more 

durable: 

billboards, 

banners, 

shop signs, 

street signs, 

and signage 

of public 

institutions 

Food/ drinks, 

clothing, 

accommodation/ 

real estate, 

holidays, jobs, 

warning/ 

information, 

jewellery, 

money 

exchange, 

electronics, 

other services 

 

 Consequently, the analysis of these categories will provide numeric evidence 

for the language use and distribution throughout the three cities. The different 

categories aim at numerically evaluating Muth’s findings in Chişinău and 

receiving a detailed impression of the language use in the public sphere. Based 

on the results of these analyses the overarching research questions shall be 

investigated. Namely, how national language policies and demographic diversity 

are mirrored in the language use of the public sphere of these four research 

locations.  

5.2 Procedures 

All data for the current study was gathered during the period of one week in 

August 2018. At each location food and vegetable markets or a central shopping 

street were selected as the centres of the research areas. Markets were chosen 

as the core because they form a supra-regional trade centre which means that -to 
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some extent- the data gathered here may render information on the surrounding 

areas as well. The scope of the investigation was limited to about 200-250 metres 

along both sides of the selected streets (for more information on the individual 

research locations cf. chapter 5.3 Locations of Investigation). In the research 

areas all signs displaying script were documented individually with the camera of 

a mobile phone. In this way, personal privacy of shop keepers and passers-by 

could be protected and the data gathering went relatively unnoticed. What is 

more, the location mode was set on the mobile phone, so every photograph could 

receive a geotag. Since this the geotagging failed to work at several items, no list 

of the photographs and their exact location was added to the present thesis but a 

CD containing all photographs forming the corpus for the current study was 

included in the printed versions of this thesis. 

 In this manner, 412 valid items were collected in Chişinău Sector Centru, 308 

at Chişinău Sector Botanica, 250 at Bălți, and 143 in Făleşti. These amount to a 

total of 1113 signs which formed the basis for the current study. All photographs 

received a code and a number following the following scheme: “City 

acronym_number”. For the case of photo 135 from Bălți this meant, for instance: 

“B_135”. All signs were analysed for the language used on them, the supposed 

author, its size, durability and the categories to which they belong. Windows 

Excel, SPSS and R were used to manage and analyse the data as well as for 

plotting the results. 

5.3 Locations of Investigation 

The different locations of investigation will be introduced in this section. Moving 

from centre to periphery each location will be briefly characterized and the exact 

research radius is described. Additionally, a photograph42 over-looking each 

research area was included to give the reader a more vivid impression of the 

research context. 

 The first and the second research areas are in Chişinău, the capital of 

Moldova. Chişinău is considered the main urban centre of the country and has 

almost 600,000 inhabitants (Primăria Municipiului Chişinău, 2019). The first 

research location was in the area of Chişinău’s Central Market (Piața Centrală) 

and along Ştefan cel Mare şi Sfânt Boulevard. The central market is the biggest 

market in Chişinău with 335 selling units (stalls). (Primăria Municipiului Chişinău, 

2018) It is located between Strada Tighina and Strada Armenească and the 

central bus station and Ştefan cel Mare şi Sfânt Boulevard in Sector Centru. For 
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the current study signs within the about 500 metres between Strada Tighina and 

Strada Armenească as well the part of Ştefan cel Mare şi Sfânt Boulevard which 

is parallel to this were documented (cf. Annex II for a map of the area covered). 

The photograph below (Image 1) shows some formal and less formal stalls and 

shop fronts as well as the backside of one of the main-gates of the market.  

 

Image 1: View of the central market in Chişinău 

 The second research area is located approximately 5 kilometres from the 

Central Market in the residential area Botanica. Sector Botanica is in the South of 

the city and was formed as an administrative unit in 1977. Today’s Botanica is 

characterized by Soviet development plans from the 1960s and 70s. It includes 

Chişinău’s airport as well as the main-street approaching it – Dacia Boulevard – 

along which the land-mark Porțile Chişinăului43 may be found. (Pretura Botanica, 

2018) For the current study signs found on Dacia market and along were 

documented. Along Decebal Boulevard about 230 metres were covered. Dacia 

market is about 800m away from the research area on Decebal Boulevard. For a 

detailed map of the research locations and the positioning of Sector Botanica in 

Chişinău cf. Annex II. The photograph below (Image 2) shows the main entrance 

of Dacia market and a housing block, which is typical for this part of Chişinău, in 

the background. 

                                                                                                                                 
42 All photographs were taken by the author during the field studies in August 2018. 
43 “The gates of Chişinău“ are a group of Soviet-style skyscrapers which appear as a type 
of gate when entering the city via Dacia Boulevard coming from the direction of the airport 
and are considered one of Chişinău major landmarks. 
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Image 2: View of Dacia market in Sector Botanica 

 The third research location of the current study was the city of Bălți. With its 

almost 100,000 inhabitants Bălți is the second biggest city of the country 

(excluding Tiraspol in Transnistria) (Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii 

Moldova, 2019b). It is about 135 kilometres away from Chişinău. The centre of 

the research area in Bălți formed one of the main shopping streets, Strada 

Independenței, leading up to the central fruit and vegetable market. In total all 

signs within approximately 250 metres of the wide pedestrian street were 

covered. Today’s “Independence Street” is characterized by Soviet-style 

buildings but was already planned in the inter-war period. It was built after big 

parts of the city were destroyed during World War Two. (Baciu, 2011, pp. 170–

174) A map of Bălți and the exact positioning of the research location may be 

found in Annex II. The photograph below (Image 3) shows the view into Strada 

Independenței, facing the central market. 
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Image 3: View of Strada Independenței in Bălți 

The fourth research location was the small town of Făleşti which has around 

12,000 inhabitants (Biroul Național de Statistică al Republicii Moldova, 2019a). 

The population of Făleşti is said to be in decline due to emigration since the 

country’s independence (Primăria Oraşului Făleşti, 2019). Făleşti is located about 

140 kilometres from Chişinău and 35 kilometres from Bălți. It forms the 

administrative centre of the Raion44 Făleşti which is neighbouring with Raion 

Bălți. The central shopping street Strada Mihai Eminescu formed the area of 

investigation. Leading towards the central market, approximately 200 metres left 

and right of Eminescu Street were investigated. The street is characterized by 

small one or two story buildings which house local as well as international and 

national brands. A map of the city and the exact location of the research area 

may be found in Annex II. The photograph below (Image 4) shows a view into 

Eminescu street, facing in the direction of the central market. Remarkably, the 

advertisement on the billboard in the foreground advertises a mobile phone 

contract which allows a person to use their mobile phones outside of the country 

with the same conditions as inside of the country. 

                                                
44 A Moldovan administrative unit, comparable to a county or județ in Romania. 
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Image 4: View of Strada Mihai Eminescu in Făleşti 
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6. Results  

The following chapter is concerned with the numeric results of this investigation 

and is structured along the research questions posed in the section above. To 

illustrate the findings, a number of selected tables were included in the following 

chapter as well. All other calculation may be found in Annex III. 

6.1 Which languages are visible at the different research locations?  

The analysis of all signs from all research locations taken together shows that 

almost half of the signs displayed Romanian monolingually. This is followed by 

29.6% of signs which feature Romanian and one other language. These 

languages were most notably Russian (18.3%) and English (11.3%). Russian and 

English are also the only other languages which were more frequently found as 

monolingual signs, with 10.9% monolingually Russian signs and 3.5% 

monolingually English signs. Cases containing less than five items were 

subsumed under the category “other” (3.1%). Russian-English bilingual signs 

formed a share of 2.1% in the current investigation and trilingual signs displaying 

Romanian, Russian, and English together made up 1% of the items investigated 

for this study. 

 The language use in Sector Centru, i.e. the research area around the central 

market of Chişinău and along Ştefan cel Mare şi Sfânt Boulevard, showed a 

similar language distribution as the general results: with roughly half of the signs 

monolingually in Romanian (49.5%), followed by 17.2% of bilingual Romanian-

Russian signs. The third-biggest category formed monolingual Russian signs with 

11.2%. Monolingual English signs made up a striking amount of 5.6% which is 

higher than the average of all research locations. Russian-English signs 

accounted for 1.7% of the signs and 2.7% of the items were categorized as 

Romanian-Russian-English trilingual. This is higher than the average of all 

research locations. The category “other” signs included signs in Romanian-

Russian-French, Romanian-Russian-English-Italian, Romanian-English-French-

Latin, and Polish. These languages were found as part of wine advertisement 

and on stickers of support for a Polish football team. 

 The results regarding language use in the research areas around Piața Dacia 

and on Decebal Boulevard, located in Sector Botanica, showed a continuously 

high presence of Romanian monolingual signs (49.7%). 16.6% of the items 

documented were bilingually Romanian and Russian which is a little less than in 

Sector Centru and the average. Higher than the average of all research locations 

and the findings in Sector Centru was the share of signs displaying Romanian 
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and English together (15.6%). The number of monolingual Russian signs was 

lower than at Centru and the average of all signs (7.5%). Monolingual English 

signs up to a share of 2.3% which is less than half of displayed signs in Centru. 

Russian and English were found on 1.9% of the signs together. 2.9% of all items 

were categorized as trilingual Romanian-Russian-English signs. This is similar to 

the results of Sector Centru. The category “other” included signs displaying 

Romanian-German-French, Romanian-German, Romanian-French, German-

French, Italian, and German. Many of these signs were found around a kitchen 

utensils shop which advertised high quality foreign brands. 

 On Strada Independenței in Bălți, the share of Romanian monolingual signs is 

slightly lower than in the capital with 45.2%. The second biggest group was 

formed by Romanian and Russian items with 23.6% which makes this group 

bigger in Bălți than at the research locations in Chişinău. Monolingual Russian 

signs were more frequently present too (13.6%). Less frequent than in Chişinău 

were signs on which Romanian and English were used in as a combination 

(9.2%). Monolingual English signs were documented to make up 3.6% of all signs 

in the research area. Russian and English signs accounted for 0.4% of all items 

which is lower than the average of all research locations. Romanian-Russian-

English trilingual signs were found on less than five signs and were therefore 

included in the category “other” languages. Signs which showed combinations of 

Romanian-English-Ukrainian-German and Romanian-Russian-Ukrainian-German 

were included in this category as well. Most of these signs were present in the 

context of a sweets, tea and coffee shop which sold foreign brands. 

 The smallest research area in the current study was the town of Făleşti. The 

share of monolingual Romanian signs was higher here than at the other research 

locations (58.7%), whereas the share of Romanian-Russian bilingual signs 

(16.1%) is comparable to research areas in Chişinău. The third-biggest group 

was that of monolingual Russian signs (12.6%), followed by bilingual Romanian-

Russian signs (7.7%). The category “other” languages consisted of signs 

categorised as: English, Romanian-German, Russian-English, Romanian-

Russian-English, German and French. The European majority languages were 

found in the context of a shop which was selling car parts and other products for 

cars produced by international brands.  

An overview of the results described above may be found in Table 7 below. 

Tables for the individual research locations which include the absolute count and 

the percentage may be found in Annex III.a.  
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Table 7: Comparing language use at the different research locations 

 

All 
research 
locations 

Sector 
Centru 

Sector 
Botanica 

Bălți Făleşti 

Romanian 49.8% 49.5% 49.7% 45.2% 58.7% 
Romanian /Russian 18.3% 17.2% 16.6% 23.6% 16.1% 
Romanian/ English 11.3% 10.7% 15.6% 9.2% 7.7% 
Russian 10.9% 11.2% 7.5% 13.6% 12.6% 
English 3.5% 5.6% 2.3% 3.6% -- 
Other 3.1% 1.5% 3.6% 4.4% 4.9% 
Russian/ English 2.1% 1.7% 1.9% 0.4% -- 
Romanian/ Russian/ 
English 

1.0% 
2.7% 2.9% -- -- 

 

6.2 Ethnolinguistic Vitality Scores 

The assessment of the ethnolinguistic vitality scores (EV) was included in the 

current study to not only record the languages used on the documented signs but 

to investigate the quality of their presence on the signs as well. In most cases a 

total of four points was given to the language(s) present on a sign. This meant 

that a language would receive four points for being displayed monolingually on an 

item, three for being the dominant language on a multilingual sign, two for being 

displayed equally with another language, and one for being in a marginal position 

on a multilingual sign. To investigate the EV score of a language the medium 

value for all signs where this language appeared was taken. For a more detailed 

explanation of the EV score system cf. chapter 5.2 Research Design and 

Categories. 

 For the display of the different EV scores from the four research locations in 

Figure 5 other languages than Romanian, Russian, and English were excluded 

because of their marginal presence. By comparing the results of the four 

research locations it can be seen that Romanian is the dominant language across 

all research areas. Its value of above three indicates that it is rarely present in a 

non-dominant or at least equal position in relation to another language. This 

dominance of Romanian appears to be most prominent at the research areas 

Sec. Centru (3.37) and Făleşti (3.46). Interestingly, if Russian is used at Făleşti, it 

seems as though it is mostly used in a bilingual setting but often in a dominant 

position. The values for Russian in Sec. Centru (2.57) and Bălți (2.52) seem very 

similar which in turn is different from what the “simple” language use, presented 

in the previous section, showed. That is, while Russian may be used more 

frequently found on signs in Bălți, it appears to be used in a similar quality at both 

locations. It appears to be a little less prominent on signs in Sec. Botanica (2.36) 
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but still above average in a situation of equal bilingualism. English in turn has the 

weakest value in Sec. Centru (1.26) where it often appears to be used in cases of 

non-equal bi-/multilingualism. Interestingly, if it is used in Bălți English seems to 

be used (on average) in cases of equal bi-/multilingualism. In Făleşti and Sec. 

Botanica the values indicate that it was found both in equal positions in relation to 

another language as well as a non-equal one. It may in any case be said that 

English does not seem to only appear as a keyword on a sign but it seems to 

appear in positions where it often carries meanings of its own. However, this may 

have been part of short phrases or logos. 

Figure 5: EV Scores at Sec. Centru, Sec. Botanica, Bălți, and Făleşti for Romanian, Russian, and 
English 

      

      

 

6.3 Do different authors use different languages?  

To answer research question two, the language use of different authors, i.e. top-

down, (inter-)national bottom-up, or local bottom-up actors, were compared for 

each research area. The corresponding tables are in Annex III.b. 

 At the research area in Sector Centru, most of the collected signs were those 

by local bottom-up authors, followed by (inter-)national bottom-up, and top-down 

actors. The only languages which were used by top-down stake-holders 

monolingually are Romanian (63.6%) and Russian (9.1%). The second biggest 

group was formed by a combination of these two languages with bilingual 

Romanian-Russian signs which make up a share of 21.2%. English was only 

present together with Romanian (3%) and both Romanian and Russian (3%). 

Compared to the top-down signs (inter-) national bottom-up stake-holders 
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displayed less monolingual Romanian signs (45.2%). Nevertheless, Romanian is 

the most used language with bilingual signs showing Romanian and Russian 

together (12.5%) and Romanian and English (24%) added. Russian appears to 

be less present in this category, with only 3.8% in monolingual signs and 4.8% 

Russian-English signs. 5.8% were categorised as monolingual English and 2.9% 

as other languages. Bottom-up signs created by local actors were mainly 

monolingually Romanian (49.5%) but the share of Russian seems higher in this 

group than in the others. 18.5% were Romanian-Russian and 14.2% 

monolingually Russian. English was found by itself with 5.6%, in combination with 

Romanian (6%), Russian (0.7%), or both Romanian and Russian (3.3%). Other 

languages were recorded with 1.5%. 

 At Sector Botanica local bottom-up signs were the most numerous, followed 

by (inter-) national and top-down signs. Half of the top-down signs in Botanica 

were monolingually Romanian and half of the signs bilingual in Romanian and 

Russian. In bottom-up signs by (inter-)national authors the share of Romanian 

monolingual signs was equally high but English and other foreign languages 

appeared to be more important in this category. Hence, 8.3% displayed other 

languages and 18% Romanian and English together. Romanian-Russian 

bilingual signs made up 12.8%. Smaller groups were formed by 1.5% 

monolingual Russian signs, 3% monolingual English signs, and 3.80% trilingual 

Romanian-Russian-English signs. The distribution of language use in the local 

bottom-up category revolved around Romanian, Russian, and English only, with 

an increased use of Russian. About half of the signs (49.1%) were monolingually 

Romanian and 18.3% were categorised as bilingual Romanian-Russian signs. 

Russian by itself was recorded in 12.4% of the local bottom-up items. Romanian 

combined with English was documented with 14.2%. The smallest groups are 

formed by 1.8% monolingual English signs, 1.8% bilingual Russian-English signs 

and 2.4% Romanian-Russian-English items. 

 In Bălți the three categories of authors appeared more diverse and the role of 

Russian seemed to be more important, at least with local authors, than in 

Chişinău. Again the biggest group of items was local bottom-up signs, followed 

by (inter-) national bottom-up, and top-down signs. Public (top-down) actors 

mostly used Romanian signs (42.9%) closely followed by bilingual Romanian-

Russian signs with 35.7%. 21.4% was identified as monolingually Russian. In 

contrast to this only 3.4% of the signs in the (inter-) national bottom-up group 

were monolingually Russian. With 61.8% Romanian is the most important 
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language in this category, followed by bilingual Romanian-English items (20.2%). 

6.7% were found to be in English only. Bilingual Romanian-Russian signs only 

made up 5.6% of the signs recorded for the (inter-)national bottom-up actors 

category. Other languages were recorded with 2.2%. Russian appeared to be 

more important in the category of local bottom-up authors. 19% of the 

documented signs were monolingually Russian and 33.4% bilingual Romanian-

Russian. 35.4% were in Romanian only which makes this the lowest value for 

Romanian language items in Bălți. English by itself was found in 2% of the 

analysed items and bilingual Romanian-English signs in 3.4%. Russian and 

English came into play with 0.7% and other languages constituted 6.1% of the 

local bottom-up category. 

 In Făleşti the distribution of signs between the different authors was similar to 

the other research locations: most signs were categorized as local bottom-up, 

followed by (inter-) national bottom-up, and top-down signs. Similar to Bălți, the 

role of Russian increased significantly in local bottom-up signs compared to the 

other two categories which mainly feature Romanian and languages combined 

with Romanian. 57.1% of top-down items were found to be monolingually 

Romanian. Combinations of Romanian with Russian (14.3%) and English 

(28.6%) made up the rest of this category. It has to be mentioned, however, that 

the absolute number of signs in this category was very small (N=7). Monolingual 

Romanian signs formed the majority of (inter-)national bottom-up signs with 

79.6%. Romanian together with Russian was displayed on 3.7% and Romanian 

with English on 11.1% of the signs in this category. “Other” languages were found 

on 5.6% of items by (inter-)national bottom-up authors. Russian appeared to be 

most visible on signs by local bottom-up authors: monolingual Russian signs 

made up 22% of the signs in this category. Bilingual Romanian and Russian 

signs accounted for 24.4%. Monolingual Romanian signs were with 45.1% on a 

similar level as in Chişinău. Romanian and English were found on 3.7% and 

“other” languages on 4.9% of the items produced by local bottom-up authors. 

6.4 Which languages are used on which type of sign? 

In relation to the question which languages are used on smaller/ less durable and 

bigger/ more durable signs, the items were grouped according to the type of sign 

into the categories of “smaller/less durable” and “bigger/more durable”45 and 

                                                
45 Placards, stickers, graffities, and posters were considered smaller and less durable and 
billboards, banners, shop signs, street signs, and signage of public institutions combined 
to form the group of bigger and more durable signage (cf. chapter 5.1 Research Design 
and Categorization). 
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assessed by the language use in these two categories. Due to the size of the 

respective crosstabulations, the visualisations of the results discussed in the 

following section are in Annex III.c. 

 At Sector Centru, a small majority of signs was attributed to be bigger/more 

durable, with Romanian as the most important language in both categories. In the 

category of smaller/ less durable signs this meant 47.8% of the items were 

monolingually Romanian. The second biggest group in this category was Russian 

monolingual signs (16.1%), followed by 12.2% of Romanian-Russian bilingual 

signs. Romanian and English occurred together in 9.4% of the items and English 

by itself made up 6.1% of the smaller/ less durable signs category. The smallest 

groups formed Russian-English bilingual signs with 3.3%, Romanian-Russian-

English with 2.8%, and “other” languages with 2.2%. The group of bigger/ more 

durable signs appears to be even more dominated by Romanian, with 50.9% 

monolingual Romanian items and only 7.3% monolingual Russian signs. Instead 

the number of bilingual Romanian-Russian signs is higher in this case (21.1%). 

11.6% of the items in this category comprised Romanian and English writing. 

English occurred by itself in 5.2% of the items. The smallest shares constituted 

Romanian-Russian-English trilingual signs (2.6%), Russian-English bilingual 

signs (0.4%), and “other” languages (0.9%). 

 At Sector Botanica the majority of the signs were bigger/more durable with 

Romanian visible on the majority of the signs. Conversely to Sector Centru, more 

signs in the smaller/less durable category were found to be monolingually 

Romanian (57.8%) than in the bigger/more durable group (43.4%). However, 

Russian was stronger in the smaller/less durable category too (11.1%). 

Romanian-Russian bilingual signs constituted 20.7% of the sample, Romanian-

English bilingual signs 5.9%, trilingual Romanian-Russian-English trilingual items 

1.5%, monolingual English signs 0.7%, and bilingual Russian-English signs were 

found in 0.7% of the cases. “Other” languages were found on 1.5% of the signs in 

the smaller/less durable category. Bigger/more durable signs displayed less 

monolingual Russian signs (4.6%) and less bilingual Romanian-Russian signs 

(13.3%). In contrast, this category showed an increase in English signs (3.7%) 

and bilingual Romanian-English signs (23.1%). Smaller groups in this section 

included bilingual Russian-English items with 2.9%, trilingual Romanian-Russian-

English signs with 4%, and other languages with 5.2%. 

 In Bălți, the vast majority of signs is categorized as bigger/more durable. The 

display of monolingual Romanian signs was found to be higher in the category of 
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smaller/less durable signs (59.6%) than in the category of bigger/more durable 

signs (41.9%). Monolingual Russian signs formed the second biggest category in 

the smaller/less durable signs, with 21.3%. A combination of Romanian and 

Russian was found in 12.8% of the items of this category and 6.4% of the signs 

were grouped as Romanian-English bilingual. It should be mentioned however, 

that the group of smaller/less durable signs only comprised a total of 47 items. In 

the group of bigger/ more durable signs (n = 203) the shares of Russian and 

bilingual Russian-Romanian signs appeared to be converse to the distribution in 

the smaller/less durable signs with 11.8% and 26.1% respectively. The use of 

English saw an increase with 4.4% of monolingual English signs and 9.9% of 

bilingual Romanian-English signs as well. Russian and English was only found in 

0.5% of the cases and “other” languages accounted for 5.4% of the findings. 

 Făleşti was the only research location where smaller/less durable signs 

formed the majority of signs. Romanian constituted the majority of monolingual 

signs in both categories with 55.8% in smaller/less durable signs and 63.2% in 

bigger/more durable signs. Russian made up 20.9% of the smaller/less durable 

signs, followed by 18.6% bilingual Romanian and Russian signs. Romanian and 

English were found together on 3.5% in this category. “Other” languages 

constituted 1.2% of the signs. Russian appeared to be significantly less important 

in the category bigger/more durable signs, with no cases of monolingual Russian 

signs and 12.3% of bilingual Romanian-Russian signs. The use of English 

increased to 14% in bilingual Romanian-English signs. Other languages 

accounted for 10.5%. 

6.5 Which languages are used when informing on a certain topic?  

To analyse the question above the items which were collected at the different 

research locations were divided into categories according to the general topic 

which covered on them. The following paragraphs will outline the most important 

findings of each research location. The corresponding crosstabulations may be 

found in Annex III.d.  

 At Sector Centru the categories with the most signs attributed to them were 

those of food/drinks, warning/announcement, and other services. “Other services” 

included the following businesses or items: beauty salon, money lending, books, 

car parts, insurance, gym, repairs, furniture, education, dentist, translations, 

lawyer, souvenirs, toys, veterinary, pharmacy and hardware. Monolingual use of 

Romanian is observed across all topic categories. Solely the topics event and 

money exchange displayed a combination of Romanian with another language. 
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Monolingual Russian signs were most numerous within the categories of 

accommodation/real estate (50%) and jobs (22.5%). Monolingual use of English 

was found most prominently in the categories of clothing (14.3%) and jewellery 

(11.1%). In the combination with Romanian it was most featured in money 

exchange (77.8%), electronics (30%) and events (60%). 

 At Sector Botanica most signs were found to be in the categories of warning/ 

announcement, food/drinks, and other services. Other services included the 

following topics journals, hair and beauty products, fortune telling, money lending, 

gym, cars, stationary, home decor, repairs, photos, pets, insurance, transport, 

toys, tailor, shoemaker, banking and pharmacy. Monolingual Romanian signs 

most notably occurred in the category of warning/announcement where they 

constituted 70.8% of the signs and in the category food/drinks where they made 

up 54.4%. 50% of signs in institutional indication were monolingual Romanian too 

with the other half being bilingual Romanian-Russian. Russian was the most 

important language in the categories of holidays and accommodation/real estate. 

English rarely occurred by itself in any particular category, rather it was found 

making up 19% of the electronics category in combination with Romanian. 

English and Romanian bilingual signs also prominently occurred in the categories 

of electronics and money exchange.  

In Bălți the categories with the most signs attributed to them were 

warning/announcement and food/drinks. The category of “other services” 

included notary, pawnshop, air-conditioning, gallery, watch repairs, metalwork, 

pharmacy, public toilet, gifts, flowers, bank, kitchen ware and copy shop. 

Monolingual use of Romanian was most prominently found in the category of 

warning/announcement (62.3%) and other services (51.3%). Half of the signs 

advertising jobs were made up of Romanian monolingual signs, too. Interestingly, 

the other half of this category was categorized as monolingual Russian. 

Monolingual Russian signs were also found to make up 25.8% of the signs in the 

clothing category. Monolingual English signs were particularly found in the 

category of electronics where 17.6% were categorized accordingly. In 

combination with Romanian, English was also recorded to constitute 47.1% of the 

same category. Bilingual Romanian-Russian signs constituted 64.7% of the 

jewellery category, 33.3% of the money exchange category, and 30.8% of the 

other services category.  

 In Făleşti, the categories with the most signs attributed to it were warning/ 

announcement, other services, and food/drinks. Here the other services category 
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included the topics car parts, money lending, copy/print, medical services, 

cosmetics, visa services, music band for weddings, banking, crafts, pyrotechnics, 

newspapers, repairs and gym. Monolingual Romanian signs were prominently 

featured in the categories of food/drinks, where they made up 88.6% of the items, 

in the category of warning/announcement, where they made up 79.5% of the 

items, and in electronics, where 61.5% of the signs were categorized as 

monolingual Romanian. Russian appeared to be particularly important in the 

categories of holidays, accommodation/real estate, and jobs, where they 

constituted 77.8%, 54.5%, and 37.5% respectively. Romanian-Russian bilingual 

signs were the most important categories in institutional indication (66.7%) and 

other services (35.7%). English does not appear to be featured prominently in 

any particular category.  

 How the results of the different cities compare and how they may be 

interpreted with regards to the research questions of the current thesis will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 
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7. Discussion  

This section reviews the LL analyses’ implications for the research questions of 

this thesis. After all questions were addressed one by one, the two over-arching 

research questions regarding visibility of linguistic diversity and implementation of 

language policies will be discussed based on this study’s findings. Finally, 

prospective research topics and approaches are introduced. 

7.1 Answering the Research Questions 

 Research question 1) (Which languages are in which proportion present in 

the public sphere?) targeted over-all language use. Conforming with Muth’s 

findings in Chişinău, the most prominent languages recorded were Romanian 

and Russian. Similarly, the only other language which was regularly found 

alongside these languages, or by itself, was English, which is in line with prior 

results as well. (2013, p. 122) Nevertheless, the role of Russian in the current 

results is much weaker statistically than in Muth’s 2011 study. Monolingual 

Russian signs accounted for 27.1 % and 18.8% of signs in Sector Centru and 

Sector Botanica respectively in Muth’s study (2013, pp. 122–125), while in the 

current study monolingual Russian signs constitute 11.2% of the signs in sector 

Centru and 7.5% in Sector Botanica. Based on this comparison a language shift 

and a change in the role of Russian in the public sphere may be visible in the 

data. If these differences are solely due to different research locations in the 

different parts of Chişinău, they nevertheless showcase the potential which would 

lie in a systematic diachronic study of Chişinău’s LL.  

 A diachronic study might also explore the increased use of English, especially 

in combination with Romanian, compared to Muth’s findings. Another difference 

to previous observations is the frequency of the use of English in combination 

with Russian: in contrast to what was observed by Ciscel (2008, pp. 385–386), 

the current data does not suggest a particularly salient share of Russian-English 

bilingual signs. Specifically looking at the smaller research locations, Bălți and 

Făleşti, it appears that Romanian-Russian bilingual signs are more common in 

Bălți compared to the other research locations. Făleşti generally displays very 

little use of English in the public signage. If English was found, it was found in 

combination with Romanian on bilingual signs. A potential conclusion drawn from 

these observations is that there is a split in the use of English between smaller 

towns and bigger urban centres. However, to verify this additional data from other 

research locations would be needed.  
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 Other prestigious central European majority languages such as French, 

German, and Italian were merely occasionally visible across all research 

locations. If this was the case they were mostly displayed in the context of certain 

brands, apparently indexing quality of the products, modernity, and longevity. 

Latin was found in the context of advertising Moldovan wines, like in Cricova 

Winery’s slogan “Nomen est omen”. The traces of Polish found in several cases 

in Chişinău’s Sector Centru, but were obviously produced by one and the same 

supporter’s group of a Polish football team, show how a single actor may shape 

the LL. This observation may on the one hand be interpreted as an incentive to 

extent the number of items in an LL analysis and on the other hand it forms a 

prime example of how a single actor or language policies and planning may 

deliberately alter a LL.  

 Consequently, with respect to research question 1)a (Are local minority 

languages visible in the public sphere of the different research locations?) these 

findings show that regional minority languages are not reflected in the LL as was 

documented in the current study. This was implicitly predicted by Muth’s 

comparison between the findings in Sector Centru and Sector Botanica where the 

scholar attested that demography does not seem to influence the LL as more 

Russophones were recorded to live in Sector Botanica than in Sector Centru but 

the use of Russian was stronger in Sector Centru (2013, p. 123). Nevertheless, it 

appears worth noting that both historical minority languages, such as Yiddish, as 

well as current minority languages, such as Ukrainian, Bulgarian or Romani, 

appear to be absent from the LLs of all research locations. In reference to Landry 

and Bourhis’ original LL theory, this disparity may be explained through what they 

called the reflection of “relative power and status of competing language groups” 

(1997, p. 26) since Romanian and Russian are the most dominant languages 

across most linguistic domains. i.e. social contexts (cf. the OV analysis of chapter 

2.2). Hence, particularly the high status of Russian may explain the absence of 

other minority languages. This proposed reciprocal relationship between status 

and visibility in the LL may be exemplified by the high number of minority 

language L1 speakers who shift to using Russian as the language of everyday 

use (limba vorbită de obicei). 

 The aspect of status is also linked to the properties of how a language 

appears in the public sphere. Therefore, research question 2) (In which quality 

are these languages present, i.e. are they found monolingually, bi-/multilingually, 

non-equivalent bi-or multilingually?) aimed at investigating whether a language 
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was displayed monolingually, equal or unequal bi-/multilingually with the help of 

an EV score system. The results of this counting system showed that the number 

of times a language was recorded in the “simple” language count is not 

necessarily congruent with the manner in which it appears. Most notably, even 

though Bălți showed a higher percentage of Russian and Russian bilingual signs 

than Făleşti, it appears as though Russian, when used in Făleşti, was found in 

more dominant positions than was typical in Bălți. This is even more striking 

considering that the rural areas of Moldova are said to be more homogenous in 

their language use than urban centres (Ciscel, 2008, p. 384). That English in turn 

was on average found not to be in a dominant position, supporting Muth’s 2013 

observations as well as those from other settings, such as in Athens (Nikolaou, 

2017, p. 162), which present English as having an indexical usage rather than an 

informational value. It should, however, be mentioned that the EV score system 

needs refining in future research as many signs displayed more than two 

languages and therefore the total EV score of four per item was often exceeded.  

 In order to follow up on which actors in the public sphere are making use of 

which languages and to identify potential differences or driving forces, research 

question 3) (Do different authors use different languages in their signage?) 

investigated authors of signs by grouping them into three different categories, 

namely top-down (public actors), (inter-) national bottom-up (private actors active 

on an (inter-)national level), and local bottom-up (private local actors), and 

analysing their respective language use. Firstly, it should be mentioned that the 

different authors indeed appear to follow very different patterns of language use: 

while (inter-)national bottom-up actors seem to adhere to similar systems of 

language use, public as well as local actors seem to differ betweeen the different 

research locations.  

 Top-down actors in Bălți displayed a more frequent use of Russian than in 

Chişinău. That Russian was found to be used by top-down authors at all research 

locations may be interpreted as an expression of the continuous importance of 

Russian in the administrative sector as exemplified by ANTEM’s Romanian 

language classes for adults (cf. chapter 2.2.2 Institutional Support). Conversely, 

one might argue that the country’s economic weakness prevented public 

institutions to change their signage. However, all items which were identified as 

Romanian were in Latin script and therefore dating to the post-Soviet period. The 

only foreign language which was used by top-down authors was English. But it 

was only found in Chişinău’s Sector Centru and Făleşti and not by itself and 
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always serving a translation function. It should, however, be mentioned that top-

down signs formed the smallest group of signs at all research locations and that 

in order to investigate more closely how and if public actors adhere to state 

language policies more evidence should be assembled. A possible approach 

would be to consider how administrative institutions are presenting themselves 

online or in other forms of written language, such as their reports, journals, or 

letters. The small informal survey of the websites of the cities of Chişinău, Bălți, 

and Făleşti (cf. Annex I) showed that all cities set Romanian to be the language 

of the cities’ default website, with Chişinău and Bălți offering a switch to Russian. 

Bălți included the option to access information in English too but this website 

does not appear to be active. Făleşti’s website is solely accessible in Romanian. 

An extension of this small sample might render interesting insights too.  

 The signs which were grouped into the category of (inter-)national bottom-up 

actors, i.e. all signs which were produced by actors identified as active on a 

supra-local level, consistently displayed a strong use of Romanian, regardless of 

the location. This is, for instance, visible in sector Centru where the use of 

Russian is the lowest for this type of author or in Bălți where even Romanian-

Russian bilingual signs are infrequent. Additionally, the use of English, especially 

in connection with Romanian was found to be particularly frequent in this author. 

That these attributes were observed in all research areas implies that these 

supra-national actors are following a corporate design scheme which is not 

modelled along the lines of regional language use. This observation aligns with 

Muth’s ethnographic discussion on Moldovan national corporate design schemes 

(2013, p. 125).  

 Local bottom-up signs in most cases accounted for the largest group of signs 

collected and generally displayed a more frequent use of Russian than (inter-

)national bottom-up signage. Even at Făleşti, which had the lowest number of L1 

Russian speakers of all research locations, monolingual Russian signs were 

frequent in local bottom-up signage. In Sector Centru an increased use of 

monolingual English signs could also be observed which might be explained by 

local international tourism aspirations which may not be as present in the 

residential area of Sector Botanica. Nevertheless, tourism is presumably only a 

motivation for language choice in Chişinău and not at the other research 

locations due to the country’s small tourist industry, which is centred around 

Chişinău and the wineries close by.  
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 That the two categories of bottom-up signs differ so dramatically supports the 

theoretical choice to divide the classical dichotomy of top-down and bottom-up on 

an additional level. Based on examples such as the use of Russian at the 

research locations, one might argue that the LL as constituted by the bottom-up 

local category is the closest image of everyday language use in a given territory. 

However, isolating one authorial category from another would neglect the 

possible influence which they might have on each other and reciprocally on the 

local everyday language use.  

 The deliberate or non-deliberate shaping of the LL through language use and 

languages’ visibility on signs may also be influenced by the size and durability of 

a sign. Hence, research question 4) (Are certain languages relatively more 

visibly and more durably present in the public sphere than others?) focussed on 

aspects of size and durability, generally adopting the idea that the durability and 

size of a sign may be an implication for the status of the language which is used 

on the signs (Landry & Bourhis, 1997, p. 27). Although differently termed, this 

mode of analysis is close to Muth’s distinction between formal and informal 

signage. Comparing the results of the current study for smaller/less durable signs 

with those labelled as informal in Muth’s 2014 article (2014a, pp. 36–37) the 

scholars’ over-all impression that Russian plays an important role in this category 

of signage is generally supported. Nevertheless, the relative proportion of 

monolingual Russian signs in Muth’s study are not comparable to the current 

results. In the current study Romanian clearly remains the dominating language 

in both the smaller/less durable signs and the bigger/ more durable signs. 

However, it remains in question whether these differences are due to the different 

contexts of investigation or due to a gradual language shift towards an increased 

use of Romanian in the public sphere. Regarding the use of English in this mode 

of analysis, it appears as though English is more widely used on bigger/ more 

durable signs compared to smaller/less durable signs. This may be explained 

though the authors of the signs which are often (inter-)national bottom-up actors 

and displayed a greater likeliness to use English in their corporate design 

schemes overall. This finding, forms an example for how socioeconomic power 

may be manifested in the LL and how deeply interwoven economic power, status, 

and visibility are in the LL. Public institutions or top-down actors are another body 

with the resources to (deliberately) shape the visibility of languages in the LL. 

However, public efforts to strengthen the presence of a language in the public 

sphere may not be received as such by the public. A well-known example for this 

are the failed early language revitalization efforts for Welsh in Wales (Meyerhoff, 
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2011, p. 117). Ciscel described similar dynamics when outlining the reasoning of 

parts of the Chişinău business community for using English shop names instead 

of Russian or Romanian ones in order to obey laws which prescribed the usage 

of Latin script as the main shop sign only (Ciscel, 2008, p. 385). Although an 

increased use of bilingual Russian and English signs could not be supported by 

the current findings, this example demonstrates that at least Chişinău city council 

appears to be very aware of the power of visibility through size and durability in 

the public sphere. However, it should be taken into consideration that visibility 

may also be achieved through the number of signs and not solely though the size 

and durability of a sign. A future investigation of this issue should therefore also 

take into account how many different authors presumably produced the smaller/ 

less durable signs in order to determine if certain actors are using this low-budget 

outlet to create a similar amount of visibility as bigger/ more durable signs would. 

In that case, the measurement for visibility should be refined as well. 

 Research question 5) (Which languages are used when informing on a 

certain topic, i.e. is it possible to link certain languages to indexing certain 

topics?) aimed at investigating the topics which are covered on the items 

gathered. Could patterns of language use along the lines of these topics be 

established and could certain indexes be proposed based on these findings? 

Over-all the topics with the largest number of signs were food and drinks, warning 

and announcement, and “other services”. While Romanian was observed to hold 

a considerable presence across all topic categories at all research locations, less 

generalized patterns were observed regarding the use of Russian and English. A 

visible increase of the use of Russian was detected in the topics which were 

termed jobs, accommodation at all research areas and at Sector Botanica as well 

as Făleşti in the category of holidays. However, Muth’s suggestion of the 

language choice being linked to the advertised holiday destination (2013, 

pp. 122–125) could neither be supported nor dismissed due to many holiday 

advertisements advertising holidays both East and West of Moldova on the same 

sign. The suggested indexicality of (Muth, 2013, pp. 122–125) English, in turn, is 

supported by the current data. This is evident in the finding that English was 

particularly visibly in use in the topics of clothing, electronics, and money 

exchange. However, often this presence was bilingually conjoint with Romanian. 

The frequency of English in these categories may be rooted in the fact that many 

(inter-)national companies are active in these branches. Additionally, this 

phenomenon may not be a local or Moldovan but with a more globalized 

indexicality of English as the language of modernity, youth and internationality 
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(Cenoz & Gorter, 2006a, p. 70). It is worth noting, however, that the use of 

English is least observable in the small town of Făleşti, which, in turn, might 

indicate that this phenomenon is not as widely spread in Moldova as one is 

inclined to believe by the evidence from Chişinău and Bălți. Therefore, in order to 

be able to pinpoint exactly how and where the use of English is common to whom 

in Moldova, especially regarding the ever-growing influence of the internet, 

further research would have to include a higher number of research locations. 

Ideally, these other research locations would also involve diversified demographic 

settings, particularly with respect to the language of everyday use. In future 

research, the topic categories would need refining too. The fact that the group of 

“other services” is one of the biggest categories across all research locations 

indicates that the current topic categories are not ideal. Whether an alteration of 

this kind should favour wider more lose categories or rather more categories 

appears to be debatable. On the one hand, more categories would mean a more 

detailed depiction of language use regarding different topics, on the other hand 

this would complicate a clear quantitative analysis and potentially require a higher 

number of items to produce statistically significant data. 

7.2 How are state language policies and linguistic diversity reflected in the 

Moldovan LL? 

The main objective of the current thesis is to answer two over-arching research 

questions by means of an LL analysis, the results of which were discussed in the 

paragraphs above. These two main questions are aiming at investigating how 

state language policies and linguistic diversity (as indicated by official census 

data) are mirrored in the writing of the public sphere in RM. After briefly 

introducing each question’s generalized context, possible answers based on the 

current results are discussed. 

 Since Moldova’s independence Romanian has been strongly supported as the 

one legitimate state-language of the country. Using the terms of OV46, Romanian 

received strong institutional support. This institutional support included, for 

instance, elevating Romanian to the main language in education. These 

developments ultimately led to a domain loss and de facto devaluation of 

Russian, which in turn gave rise to political controversies on the official status of 

Russian. These political developments reflect what Pavlenko (2008, p. 302) 

described for post-Soviet countries in general as a first decade of titularization 

and a second decade with a new-found support for Russian, the old lingua 
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franca. With respect to the results of the current study, it is noticeable that all 

Romanian signs documented were in Latin script, which clearly indicates that at 

least all Romanian signs stemmed from the post-independence period. Secondly, 

solely taking in to account the overall distribution of language use in the LL the 

strong position of Romanian needs to be stressed. Considering the different 

authors which shape the LL as it presented itself, different patterns of language 

use appeared. Public or top-down actors preferred the use of Romanian to the 

use of Russian but often displayed bilingual signs as well. The use of any other 

language but these two was extremely rare. If another language was found, it 

was English. (Inter-)national bottom-up authors displayed Romanian in an equally 

dominant position but frequently featured English as well. Russian was found too 

but less prominently. Regarding the success of language policies which favour 

the use of Romanian, the results of the current thesis may thus be interpreted 

twofold: on the one hand, it could be argued that strong institutional support 

expanded the use of Romanian to more domains and it is therefore omnipresent 

in the public sphere. At the same time Russian does not seem to have lost its 

importance at first glance but comparing the current results with prior research it, 

the use of Russian seems to decline. This decline of Russian may an indicator for 

a language shift. For LL theory the decline of use of Russian in smaller/ less 

durable signs or informal signs may imply that the carry-over effect works in a 

top-down direction in RM. The current data suggests that this top-down effect 

may be strongest on (inter-)national authors which appear to most closely and 

consistently adhere to language policies in strengthening the role of Romanian. 

On the other hand, the wide-spread use of English does not seem to be 

accounted for in state language policies. In comparison to Muth’s data an 

increased use of English was identified. It is therefore hypothesised that English 

is taking at least parts of the space which Russian formerly occupied. It appears 

unlikely that English will ever be used with the same informational value as 

Russian but due to its indexical properties of being associated with modernity and 

progress it might be taking over in advertisement slogans, logos, names, and 

keywords. It could be argued that market forces and globalisation are the driving 

forces behind this use of English rather than state-led language policies. A 

structured diachronic investigation of the LL could be used to verify these 

proposed language shifts. 

                                                                                                                                 
46 Objective ethnolinguistic vitality. For a more in depth analysis of linguistic vitalities in 
RM cf. chapter 2.2. 
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 Coming back to the second over-arching research question, which the present 

study asked whether linguistic diversity, as suggested by official census data, is 

visible in the LL of RM. The fact that there are three different variables available 

in the Moldovan census which serve as indicators for which languages may be 

expected in which proportion in the LL already points towards the complexity of 

language use in RM. That is, for each of the four research locations it was 

possible to obtain official census data regarding self-identified ethnicity, L1, and 

the language which is claimed to be usually spoken. With classic central 

European concepts of a congruent relationship between ethnicity, state, and 

language in mind, it may be quite straight forward to expect the LL to closely 

mirror ethnic census data. The results of the current study, however, show that 

this may not be the case in the data studied here.  

 This can be exemplified by the case of Russian in Făleşti: In Făleşti, Russian 

seems to uphold a strong position in public signage although it is, according to 

census data, largely inhabited by people who claimed Moldovan/ Romanian 

ethnicity and even L1. This finding is in line with Muth’s hypothesis that these 

demographic factors are not connected to language use in the public sphere of 

Chişinău (2013, pp. 122–125). However, the findings of Făleşti are in contrast to 

Ciscel’s (2008, p. 384) claim that rural areas are more linguistically homogenous 

than urban centres. Although it could be questioned if Făleşti is the type of rural 

area that Ciscel had in mind. Another vivid example for the complex relationship 

between census data and the LL is found in Bălți. Here, minority languages are 

virtually absent, although it is the place where census data would suggest their 

strongest presence: These findings on the one hand, show the high status of 

Russian amongst minority language speakers and, on the other hand, its 

apparent status among (provincial) L1 Romanian speakers. Vice versa, it 

illustrates the low status of local minority languages such as Ukrainian. In fact, L1 

does not appear to be a factor for ethnic identification amongst, e.g. Ukrainians in 

Bălți. Otherwise, one might expect some kind of visibility, for instance in a 

symbolic or indexical fashion, despite a potential lack of literacy in Ukrainian. The 

case of English is the very reverse, although the English proficiency is 

presumably much lower than the Ukrainian proficiency in most parts of the city’s 

population, the visibility of English is much higher.  

 Generally, (Moldovan) census data appears as a difficult base for comparison 

since the information given in a census form may be politically or personally 

charged. One example for this are the two separate census categories for 
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Romanian and Moldovan as L1 and language usually spoken, which reflect the 

social divide between unionists and Moldovanists. Similarly, the small number of 

people who claim Romani ethnicity or language in the Moldovan census may be 

a result of the stereotyped marginalization of Romani people across South 

Eastern Europe. This shows how not only the use of a language may be 

connected to its status, but also to its indication in a national census survey. 

Despite these difficulties regarding the census results, the current data suggests 

that the languages given as the languages of everyday use in RM census best 

predict the patterns of language use in the LL. However, to verify this, further 

statistical tests and testing at more diversified setting would be needed. On top of 

that, census data does not account for the use of foreign languages such as 

English but also French, German, or Italian.  

7.3 Prospective Research Topics in LL Studies (in Moldova) 

After answering the research question of the current thesis, this section is 

concerned with potential prospective research which may be conducted based on 

the current data. Apart from introducing research approaches which stress the 

investigation of a more diversified set of impact factors on the LL theoretical 

questions regarding LL studies will be posed.  

 While the research questions of the current thesis focused on patterns of 

language use with regards to government policies and linguistic minorities, other 

impacting factors on the LL, such as socioeconomic power, globalization, 

demographic change and migration, may be of great interest as well. The 

omnipresence of migration is both a demographic as well an economic point of 

influence. Demographically, the LL may be shaped by an older demographic 

because many young people are leaving the country. Though this might be more 

pronounced in rural areas rather than in Chişinău which is traditionally the centre 

of urbanization. The market forces of migration may lead individuals to choose 

learning and using languages which appear to be of practical use in the context 

of migration. With half of the migrated population living in the Russian Federation, 

this choice may be one of the main reasons for the persistently high status of 

Russian in local bottom-up signs. It would also be of interest to which the degree 

the of consistency and uniformity of (inter-)national bottom-up actors impacts the 

language use of local bottom-up authors. This, in turn, may be associated with 

economic power and potential prestige of the (inter-)national business and would 

most likely require methodology outside of the realm of LL studies. Reviewing 

written language in areas outside of commercial centres appears worth exploring 
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as well. An expansion of this kind might include rural areas, private homes, 

schools, libraries, or the online sphere. Potential research might explore 

questions such as: Were books and other carriers of written language replaced in 

these spheres after the independence? Which linguistic repertoires are used on a 

daily basis? Which languages are used to communicate in different spheres of 

the internet? Are certain languages used in a symbolic, indexical function? Are 

certain languages used to create an in-group out-group situation? How is the 

online sphere different from print? Is online language use a stronger indicator for 

language prestige, language status, and language change? Which role is taken 

by news sources, global pop-culture, and entertainment programmes, such as 

soaps? Similarly, the modality of the media of investigation may be altered. For 

instance, including the sounds and voices which are heard in commercial areas 

or central markets. In the specific Moldovan context one might ask who the 

people are who attend e.g. the central market of Chişinău? Is it rather an older 

demographic who shop at open markets because younger people prefer 

supermarkets? Putting Moldova in the big picture, it could also be asked how 

language use in the public sphere compares to other spatial units, other than 

post-Soviet countries. It may be asked for example, how visible the use of 

Turkish is in Gagauzia compared to other parts of South Eastern Europe where 

Turkish government and business are present. Is it used for symbolic or practical 

purposes and how widespread is it? 

 However, the current data may also lead to more generalized questions about 

the perception of the LL, both on a physical as well as on a social level: Which 

aspects of the LL are perceived with how much salience by multilinguals of 

different language proficiency levels or of different ages? Which aspects apart 

written language shape the perception of the LL? Which role may be attributed to 

iconic signage? Are certain brands used to index certain features? And which are 

personal perceptions and interpretations of the LL? In other words, just like the 

EV of a language may be described in terms of OV factors, the individual 

perception of language vitality (SV) or the LL may differ from the numerical 

picture. Therefore, qualitative approaches specifically targeting the perception of 

the LL appear as a desirable addition to an investigation of LL in RM. Related to 

this may be questions such as whether the LL and the general linguistic situation 

are changing at the same pace. Can language shift be predicted by looking at the 

LL or is the LL product of language shift? One possible approach to this 

congeries of sociolinguistic factors may be found in Blommaert’s Ethnographic LL 

analysis (ELLA) (Blommaert & Maly, 2014), where the individual actors of the LL 
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are involved through interviews, and changes are documented over a period of 

time. In this way the pace of changes in the LL can be tracked as well as public 

reactions to or perceptions of it, while at the same time working on the basis of 

numerical traceable evidence in the description of the LL. 

Conclusion 

The present thesis aimed at investigating how Moldovan state language policies 

and linguistic diversity are reflected in the linguistic landscape (LL) of three 

differently sized locations in the Republic of Moldova (RM). The four research 

locations included two districts of the capital city Chişinău (Sector Centru and 

Sector Botanica), the medium-sized city Bălți, and the small town Făleşti.  

 To allow for an informed interpretation of the present data, the reader was 

acquainted with the historical context and the linguistic situation of Moldova. The 

historical part consisted of an outline of the developments between 1812 - the 

year of the incorporation into the Russian Empire - and 1991 - the year of the 

independence from the Soviet Union - as well as a section concerned with post-

independence developments, leading up to the current political situation. The 

linguistic situation was thoroughly presented by a section dealing with census 

data from all research locations, an analysis of the situation according to 

objective linguistic vitality measures, and a section addressing state language 

policies, how they were perceived, and the role of English in a globalizing world. 

This was followed by an introduction to LL theory which forms the theoretical-

methodological framework for the present study. After presenting the origins of LL 

theory, the theoretical controversies, revolving around issues such as authorship 

and agency in the LL, were pointed out. Based on this and a review of the current 

literature on LLs in Moldova, the research questions for the current investigation 

were posed. After this the study’s methodological concept was described, 

including the research design, the procedures, and a brief presentation of the 

research locations. This was followed by a results and discussion section, which 

formed the base for answering the research questions. 

 The present study found Romanian to be the most prominently present 

language at all research locations. Despite language policies which supported the 

use of Romanian in all linguistic domains, Russian frequently appears in the 

Moldovan LLs studied. However, compared to the results of Muth (2013, 

pp. 122–125) the visibility of Russian seems to decline. The direct comparison 

also indicates an increase in the presence of English, which was most 

prominently found in the context of electronics and clothing. The present data 
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implies a language shift as part of which the use of Russian in the public sphere 

may further decline. In the transnational context of comparing post-Soviet states, 

this could mean that the third decade after the dissolution of the Soviet Union is 

characterized by the globalizing importance of English. That is, after the first 

decade of nativisation/titularisation and the second decade of reevaluating the 

role of Russian (Pavlenko, 2008, p. 302).  

 The investigation of the visibility of local minority languages in the public 

sphere showed that minority languages appear to be absent from the LL, apart 

from Russian. In other words, census data on ethnicity or first language (L1) do 

not reflect the language in the LL. It may, therefore, be assumed that language 

use does not form a salient marker of identity for local minorities, such as the L1 

speakers of Ukrainian in Bălți. It was, however, proposed that the census 

category of “language usually spoken” (Romanian: limba vorbită de obicei) is the 

closest indicator for patterns of language use in Moldovan LLs. Although this 

proposition would need further statistical testing and the census category does 

not account for Central European majority languages, such as English, German, 

and French, which were documented as well. 

 In light of the proposed language shift, future research could involve a 

diachronic approach to verify this. Additionally, other driving forces apart from 

language policies and demographic data, such as socioeconomic power or 

migration, should be considered. A more diversified set of research locations, 

involving further regions of the county, appears advisable to gain more 

generalized insights in Moldovan LLs. These diversified settings would help at 

investigating the suggested link between the census category “language usually 

spoken” and the language use in the public sphere. 

 The present thesis contributed to the field of LL studies by exploring new 

locations in RM. It would be desirable if this study formed the base for future 

research and convinced reader of the multitude of research objectives presented 

by this niche subject and Moldova. 
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Annex I: City Websites 

The cities of Chişinău, Bălți, and Făleşti present themselves in different 

languages online. Namely, in Romanian and Russian, Romanian, Russian and 

English, and solely in Romanian. Romanian is on all languages the basic, i.e. first 

language, and the language setting needs to be changed in order to see 

information in another language. Screenshots of the different official city websites 

are to be found below. 

 

 

(Primăria Municipului Chişinău, 2019) 
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(Primăria Municipului Bălți, 2019) 
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(Primăria Oraşului Făleşti, 2019) 
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Annex II: Maps of Research Locations 

The following maps show the different cities and the exact research locations. 

The investigated areas are marked with red lines in the more detailed maps. 

OpenStreetMap did not provide a scale for the maps but further information on 

the research radius may be found in chapter 5.3 (Locations of Investigation). 

 

Figure 6: Chişinău City (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 

 

Figure 7: Chişinău Sector Centru, Central Market Area (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 
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Figure 8: Chişinău, Sector Botanica, Piata Dacia/ Bulevardul Decebal (OpenStreetMap 
Contributors, 2015) 

 

Figure 9: Bălți City (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 
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Figure 10: Bălți Central Market/ Strada Independenței (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 

 

Figure 11: Făleşti City (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 
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Figure 12: Făleşti Strada Mihai Eminescu Area (OpenStreetMap Contributors, 2015) 
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Annex III: Tables of Calculations 

Annex III.a Language use by location including counted values 

Table 5: Language use at all research locations 

All research locations Frequency Percent 
Romanian 554 49.8 

Romanian /Russian 204 18.3 

Romanian/ English 126 11.3 

Russian 121 10.9 

English 39 3.5 

Other 35 3.1 

Russian/ English 23 2.1 

Romanian/ Russian/ English 11 1.0 

Total 1113 100.0 

 

Table 6: Language use at Sec. Centru 

Sector Centru Frequency Percent 
Romanian 204 49,5 
Romanian/Russian 71 17,2 

Russian 46 11,2 
Romanian/English 44 10,7 

English 23 5,6 
Romanian/Russian/English 

11 2,7 

Russian/English 7 1,7 

Other 6 1,5 
Total 412 100 
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Table 7: Language use at Sec.Botanica 

Sector Botanica Frequency Percent 

Romanian 153 49.7 

Romanian/Russian 51 16.6 

Romanian/English 48 15.6 

Russian 23 7.5 

Other 11 3.6 

Romanian/Russian/English 9 2.9 

English 7 2.3 

Russian/English 6 1.9 

Total 308 100 

 

Table 8: Language use in Bălți 

 Bălți Frequency Percent 

Romanian 113 45.2 

Romanian/Russian 59 23.6 

Russian 34 13.6 

Romanian/English 23 9.2 

Other 11 4.4 

English 9 3.6 

Russian/English 1 0.4 

Total 250 100 
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Table 9: Language use in Făleşti 

 Făleşti Frequency Percent 

Romanian 84 58.7 

Romanian/Russian 23 16.1 

Russian 18 12.6 

Romanian/English 11 7.7 

Other 7 4.9 

Total 143 100 

 

Figure 13 Location by language use 
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Annex III.b Authors by location 

Table 10: Author by language use in Sec. Centru 

 Centru   

Language use 

Total 

Romanian 
Russian English 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

Other 
Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

Author 
Top-down 

Count 21 3 0 7 1 0 0 1 33 
%  63.60% 9.10% 0.00% 21.20% 3.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.00% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
international 

Count 47 4 6 13 25 3 5 1 104 
%  45.20% 3.80% 5.80% 12.50% 24.00% 2,90% 4.80% .,00% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
local 

Count 136 39 17 51 18 3 2 9 275 
%  49.50% 14.20% 6.20% 18.50% 6.0% 1.10% 0.70% 3.30% 100.00% 

Total 
Count 204 46 23 71 44 6 7 11 412 
%  49.50% 11.20% 5.60% 17.20% 10.70% 1.50% 1.70% 2.70% 100.00% 

 

Table 11: author by language use in Sec. Botanica 

Sec. Botanica 

Language use 

Total 
Romanian Russian English 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

Other 

Author 

Top-down 
Count 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 

% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 
Top-down 
Bottom-up 

international 

Count 67 2 4 17 24 3 5 11 133 

% 50.40% 1.50% 3.00% 12.80% 18.00% 2.30% 3.80% 8.30% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
local  

Count 83 21 3 31 24 3 4 0 169 

% 49.10% 12.40% 1.80% 18.30% 14.20% 1.80% 2.40% 0.00% 100.00% 

Total 
 153 23 7 51 48 6 9 11 308 

% 49.70% 7.50% 2.30% 16.60% 15.60% 1.90% 2.90% 3.60% 100.00% 
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Table 12: Author by language use in Bălți 

 Bălți   
Language use 

Total 
Romanian 

Russian English 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/  

English 
Russian/ 
English 

Other 

Author 
Top-down 

Count 6 3 0 5 0 0 0 14 
%  42.90% 21.40% 0.00% 35.70% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
international 

Count 55 3 6 5 18 0 2 89 
%  61.80% 3.40% 6.70% 5.60% 20.20% 0.00% 2.20% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
local 

Count 52 28 3 49 5 1 9 147 
%  35.40% 19.00% 2.00% 33.30% 3.40% 0.70% 6.10% 100.00% 

  
Total 
  

Count 113 34 9 59 23 1 11 250 
%  

45.20% 13.60% 3.60% 23.60% 9.20% 0.40% 4.40% 100.00% 

 

Table 13: Author by language use in Făleşti 

 Făleşti   
Language use 

Total 
Romanian 

Russian Other 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/ 

English 
Author 

Top-down 
Count 4 0 0 1 2 7 
% 57.10% 0.00% 0.00% 14.30% 28.60% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
international 

Count 43 0 3 2 6 54 
% 79.60% 0.00% 5.60% 3.70% 11.10% 100.00% 

Bottom-up 
Iocal 

Count 37 18 4 20 3 82 
%  45.10% 22.00% 4.90% 24.40% 3.70%  100.00% 

Total 
  

Count 84 18 7 23 11 143 
%  58.70% 12.60% 4.90% 16.10% 7.70% 100.00% 
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Annex III.c Size and durability by language use and location 

Table 14: Size and durability by language use in Sec. Centru 

  Sec. 
Centru 

  

Language use 

Total 

Romanian 
Russian English 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

Other 
Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

smaller/ 
less 
durable 

Count 86 29 11 22 17 4 6 5 180 
% 

47.80% 16.10% 6.10% 12.20% 9.40% 2.20% 3.30% 2.80% 100.00% 

bigger/ 
more 
durable 

Count 118 17 12 49 27 2 1 6 232 
% 

50.90% 7.30% 5.20% 21.10% 11.60% 0.90% 0.40% 2.60% 100.00% 

 Total 

Count 204 46 23 71 44 6 7 11 412 
% 49.50% 11.20% 5.60% 17.20% 10.70% 1.50% 1.70% 2.70% 100.00% 

 

Table 15: Size and Durability by language use in Sec. Botanica 

 Sec. Botanica 
  

Language use Total 

Romanian 
Russian English 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

Other  

smaller/ 
less 
durable 

Count 78 15 1 28 8 1 2 2 135 
%  

57.80% 11.10% 0.70% 20.70% 5.90% 0.70% 1.50% 1.50% 100.00% 

bigger/more 
durable 

Count 75 8 6 23 40 5 7 9 173 
% 43.40% 4.60% 3.50% 13.30% 23.10% 2.90% 4.00% 5.20% 100.00% 

  
Total 

Count 153 23 7 51 48 6 9 11 308 
% 49.70% 7.50% 2.30% 16.60% 15.60% 1.90% 2.90% 3.60% 100.00% 
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Table 16: Size and durability by language use in Bălți 

Bălți 
Language use 

Total 
Romanian 

Russian English 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/ 

English 
Russian/ 
English 

Other 

smaller/ 
less 
durable 

Count 28 10 0 6 3 0 0 47 
%  

59.60% 21.30% 0.00% 12.80% 6.40% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

bigger/ 
more 
durable 

Count 85 24 9 53 20 1 11 203 
%  

41.90% 11.80% 4.40% 26.10% 9.90% 0.50% 5.40% 100.00% 

  
Total 

Count 113 34 9 59 23 1 11 250 
%  45.20% 13.60% 3.60% 23.60% 9.20% 0.40% 4.40% 100.00% 

 

Table 17: Size and durability by language use in Făleşti 

 Făleşti 
  

Language use 
Total 

Romanian 
Russian Other 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

smaller/ 
less 
durable 

Count 48 18 1 16 3 86 
%  

55.80% 20.90% 1.20% 18.60% 3.50% 100.00% 

bigger/ 
more 
durable 

Count 36 0 6 7 8 57 
%  

63.20% 0.00% 10.50% 12.30% 14.00% 100.00% 

  
Total 

Count 84 18 7 23 11 143 
%  58.70% 12.60% 4.90% 16.10% 7.70% 100.00% 
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Annex III.d Topic by language use and location 

Table 18: Language use by Topic in Sec. Centru 

Sec. Centru 
  

Language use 

Total Romanian Russian 
Englis

h 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/ 

English Other 
Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

Food/ Drinks Count 39 7 7 9 6 1 1 0 70 
%  

55.7% 10.0% 10.0% 12.9% 8.6% 1.4% 1.4% 0.0% 
100.0

% 
Clothing Count 8 1 3 4 4 0 0 1 21 

%  
38.1% 4.8% 14.3% 19.0% 19.0% 0.0% 0.0% 4.8% 

100.0
% 

Jobs Count 21 9 2 5 0 0 3 0 40 
%  

52.5% 22.5% 5.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 7.5% 0.0% 
100.0

% 
Accommodation/ 
Real Estate 

Count 2 4 0 1 0 0 0 1 8 
%  

25.0% 50.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.5% 
100.0

% 
Warning/ 
Announcement 

Count 45 1 2 12 7 0 0 4 71 
%  

63.4% 1.4% 2.8% 16.9% 9.9% 0.0% 0.0% 5.6% 
100.0

% 
Institutional 
Indication/ 
Memorial 

Count 13 2 0 6 1 0 0 1 23 
%  

56.5% 8.7% 0.0% 26.1% 4.3% 0.0% 0.0% 4.3% 
100.0

% 
Event Count 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 5 

%  
0.0% 20.0% 0.0% 20.0% 60.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

100.0
% 

Electronics Count 7 0 0 4 6 0 2 1 20 
%  

35.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 30.0% 0.0% 10.0% 5.0% 
100.0

% 
Jewellery Count 5 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 9 

%  
55.6% 11.1% 11.1% 11.1% 0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 0.0% 

100.0
% 
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Money Exchange Count 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 1 9 
%  

0.0% 11.1% 0.0% 0.0% 77.8% 0.0% 0.0% 11.1% 
100.0

% 
Other Services Count 64 19 8 28 10 4 1 2 136 

%  
47.1% 14.0% 5.9% 20.6% 7.4% 2.9% 0.7% 1.5% 

100.0
% 

Total Count 204 46 23 71 44 6 7 11 412 
%  

49.5% 11.2% 5.6% 17.2% 10.7% 1.5% 1.7% 2.7% 
100.0

% 
 

 

Table 19: Topic by language use in Sec. Botanica 

Sec. Botanica 

Language use Total 

Romanian 
Russian English 

Romanian/ 
Russian 

Romanian/ 
English 

Russian/ 
English 

Romanian/ 
Russian/ 
English 

Other  

Food/ Drinks 
Count 31 8 4 4 8 0 2 0 57 
%  54.40% 14.00% 7.00% 7.00% 14.00% 0.00% 3.50% 0.00% 100.00% 

Clothing Count 8 1 1 3 4 1 2 1 21 
%  38.10% 4.80% 4.80% 14.30% 19.00% 4.80% 9.50% 4.80% 100.00% 

Jobs Count 5 2 0 5 0 0 1 0 13 
%  38.50% 15.40% 0.00% 38.50% 0.00% 0.00% 7.70% 0.00% 100.00% 

Holidays Count 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
%  0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Accommodation/ 
Real Estate 

Count 4 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 7 
%  57.10% 28.60% 0.00% 0.00% 14.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Warning/ 
Announcement 

Count 51 0 0 13 5 2 0 1 72 
%  70.80% 0.00% 0.00% 18.10% 6.90% 2.80% 0.00% 1.40% 100.00% 

Institutional Count 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 6 
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Indication/ 
Memorial 

%  
50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Electronics Count 10 2 1 4 7 1 0 0 25 
%  40.00% 8.00% 4.00% 16.00% 28.00% 4.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Jewellery Count 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
%  0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Money 
Exchange 

Count 1 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 8 
%  12.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 87.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Other Services Count 40 5 1 18 16 2 4 9 95 
%  42.10% 5.30% 1.10% 18.90% 16.80% 2.10% 4.20% 9.50% 100.00% 

Total 
Count 153 23 7 51 48 6 9 11 308 
%  49.70% 7.50% 2.30% 16.60% 15.60% 1.90% 2.90% 3.60% 100.00% 
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Table 20: Topic by language use in Bălți 

Bălți  
Language use 

Total 
Romanian 

Russian English 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/ 

English 
Russian/ 
English 

Other 

Food/ Drinks 
Count 19 4 0 13 6 0 1 43 
%  44.20% 9.30% 0.00% 30.20% 14.00% 0.00% 2.30% 100.00% 

Clothing Count 12 8 4 4 2 0 1 31 
%  38.70% 25.80% 12.90% 12.90% 6.50% 0.00% 3.20% 100.00% 

Jobs Count 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 
%  50.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Warning/ 
Announcement 

Count 43 9 1 9 5 0 2 69 
%  62.30% 13.00% 1.40% 13.00% 7.20% 0.00% 2.90% 100.00% 

Institutional 
Indication 

Count 5 2 0 4 0 0 0 11 
%  45.50% 18.20% 0.00% 36.40% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Event Count 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
%  100.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Electronics Count 5 1 3 0 8 0 0 17 
%  29.40% 5.90% 17.60% 0.00% 47.10% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Jewellery Count 3 2 0 11 0 1 0 17 
%  17.60% 11.80% 0.00% 64.70% 0.00% 5.90% 0.00% 100.00% 

Money 
Exchange 

Count 3 1 1 6 1 0 6 18 
%  16.70% 5.60% 5.60% 33.30% 5.60% 0.00% 33.30% 100.00% 

Other Services Count 20 5 0 12 1 0 1 39 
%  51.30% 12.80% 0.00% 30.80% 2.60% 0.00% 2.60% 100.00% 

  
Total 

Count 113 34 9 59 23 1 11 250 
%  45.20% 13.60% 3.60% 23.60% 9.20% 0.40% 4.40% 100.00% 
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Table 21: Topic by language use in Făleşti 

Făleşti  
Language use 

Total 
Romanian 

Russian Other 
Romanian/ 

Russian 
Romanian/ 

English 

Food/Drinks 
Count 16 0 0 2 0 18 
%  88.90% 0.00% 0.00% 11.10% 0.00% 100.00% 

Clothing Count 1 0 1 0 0 2 
%  50.00% 0.00% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Jobs Count 3 3 1 0 1 8 
%  37.50% 37.50% 12.50% 0.00% 12.50% 100.00% 

Accommodation Count 5 6 0 0 0 11 
%  45.50% 54.50% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 

Holidays Count 0 7 0 2 0 9 
%  0.00% 77.80% 0.00% 22.20% 0.00% 100.00% 

Warning/Announcement Count 35 0 0 5 4 44 
%  79.50% 0.00% 0.00% 11.40% 9.10% 100.00% 

Institutional Indication Count 1 0 0 2 0 3 
%  33.30% 0.00% 0.00% 66.70% 0.00% 100.00% 

Electronics Count 8 0 2 0 3 13 
%  61.50% 0.00% 15.40% 0.00% 23.10% 100.00% 

Money Exchange Count 0 0 0 0 1 1 
%  0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Other Services Count 15 2 3 12 2 34 
% 44.10% 5.90% 8.80% 35.30% 5.90% 100.00% 

Total Count 84 18 7 23 11 143 
% 58.70% 12.60% 4.90% 16.10% 7.70% 100.00% 
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Figure 14: Language use by topic at all locations 
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Figure 15: Locations by topics 

 

 

 


